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WHaT aRE  
anDY’s sKI & RIDE GUIDEs?
Welcome to the newest edition of Andy’s Ski and Ride Guides. This guide has 
been completely rewritten with all the new changes that have happened at 
Vail. Formally Andy’s Handy Ski Guides, these little booklets open up the world 
of Vail Ski Area. You will now know what happens on every run, lift and nook 
and crannie at Vail. It does not matter how you slide down the hill, whether on 
skis, snowboard, snowbike, monoski, telemark or whatever, these guides will 
enhance your day.

If you are new to my guides, the best way to enjoy them is to understand my 
rating system; it is an international rating system, not a ski area specific system 
like the green, blue and black rating we now have in place. There is a big 
difference in the difficulty of a trail such as a double black diamond in West 
Virginia than at Taos, New Mexico! A green at A-Basin may be a black in 
Vermont. My system is based on the whole scope of snowriding in the world. 
Check out my system on the next page. It’s important that you understand my 
ratings are an average and can be completely different from day to day. Please 
read and understand my liability statement. Hope you have fun out on the slopes 
and please check out www.andysskiandrideguides.com for more information 
on this and other ski areas... 

In this guide all trails are alphabetical and come in three tabbed sections, 
Frontside, Back Bowls and Blue Sky Basin, and the lifts come after that. You’ll 
also find some information on tree lines, my top 5, where everyone should go 
according to their ability and more!.

Find out where you are in my rating system and you will know where to go to 
stay in your comfort zone, or to challenge yourself! Remember that conditions 
change minute to minute and my ratings are a normal average.

We would also like to extend our appreciation to June Simonton for allowing us 
to use historical information on many of the trail names from her book “A Glossary 
of Vail Valley Names”; Simonton, June B. Privately pub 1997, c1990.

Check out my website: www.andysskiandrideguides.com

Andy
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* The descriptions and ratings contained within Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides are based upon average 
weather and snow conditions. Varied conditions such as new snow, no snow, high winds, poor 
visibility, etc. can significantly change the character and difficulty of the slope. Skiers and riders are 
strongly encouraged to evaluate the conditions and determine if the slope is within their skill level. 
Please ski and ride with care.
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anDY’s RaTInG sYsTEM

1-10
 The easiest of the greens. Great for learning,  
perfect for your first day or two but probably  
boring to even the 2nd day skier or rider.

11-20 A nice, easy cruiser. Perfect for the advanced beginner, 
or those who desire a nice run without much pitch.

21-30
 For those who are making the transition from  
advanced beginner to intermediate. Contains both 
advanced beginner and intermediate pitches.

31-40 Solid intermediate run with medium steepness.

41-50  Middle of the road terrain. Intermediates will be  
challenged, advanced will feel comfortable.

51-60  Tough blues. Maybe a diamond for some pitches  
but, on average, intermediate stuff.

61-70  Single Diamond terrain. Steeper than the tough 
blues, but not that hard for advanced intermediates.

71-80 Solid advanced terrain. Advanced Intermediates 
should think twice.

81-91
Steep terrain, any type of snow, moguls, etc. 
Challenging but not yet extreme. Should be a  
solid advanced skier.

91-100
 Experts only! Seriously. Anything in this category  
should not be skied or rode by anyone who has  
any apprehension....

Remember that andy’s Rating is an average 
and it will vary!



SNOWMOBILE 
RENTALS

Call 970.406.1397
www.coloradobackcountryrentals.com

BEST RATES AROUND!

Snowmobile Season opens the day after Thanksgiving. 
Colorado Backcountry Rentals is an equal opportunity service provider. 

Colorado Backcountry Rentals is under special use permit by the White River National Forest.

Located in Frisco, CO
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KEY TO UsInG THE GUIDE:

Every trail starts with all these vital numbers for a quick look at 
what there is to find:
(A)  Trail Name: I only talk about named trails so you will not 

find any “secret stashes” in this guide. But there are plenty 
of named areas that I talk about...

(B)  Rating: See Previous Page
(C)  Groom: This has three different designations: 

Groomed = Groomed almost every day; almost 
Occs. Groomed = Occasionally groomed; don’t count on it, 
check grooming report 
Never Groomed = Never groomed

(D)  Color: This is the green, blue, black system that is in place 
at the ski area. This is ski area specific and only pertains to 
the trails and areas that Vail has to offer. A blue here may 
not be the same as a blue elsewhere. (This is why my rating 
system on the previous page is better than the current rating 
system we have in place in this country.)

(A)

(B) (C)
15

GROOMEDanDY’s RaTInG

 Why is Windows road a black when it’s really a 
green cat trail? Because it brings you to fun tree glades 
that are advanced for sure; or to The Skipper which is an 
advanced trail... So the terrain is not advanced but where 
it takes you to is...

WInDOWs ROaD

(D)
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bEaR TREEavanTI

45
GROOMEDanDY’s RaTInGOCCS . GROOMED

bERRIEs

OCCS . GROOMEDanDY’s RaTInG
55

baCCaRaT

 Baccarat is a quick tangent off of Lost Boy in the 
Game Creek area that starts off flat but rolls over and has 
a nice blue pitch to it. Most of the time this has lots of 
moguls and is a pretty good place to learn blue bumps as 
it’s not super long so you won’t spend the whole day here 
if you are not good at them. It’s a fun pitch with a big roll 
when groomed. This joins up quickly with The Woods and 
flattens out and joins Showboat.

 Berries is a fun and varied trail that has it 
all. It starts off from the middle of Eagle’s Nest Ridge and 
drops off pretty steep for a blue. Then, after a hundred 
yards or so it flattens out to a green. Watch out for 
beginners as this passes by Pika. Then it bears around 
right and gets steeper. After that it gets even steeper for 
the final pitch. This is great when it groomed as it’s a 
roller coaster of a ride, but a lot harder when it’s not.

 Bear Tree is a nice blue that is wide open and 
usually has less people on it than other trails on the front 
side because you have to take a traverse to get here and 
most people drop in earlier. This is a great option for the 
intermediate who want to go to the base area but want 
to avoid the blacks of Giant Steps or International, or 
anyone that wants a fun and open blue with a nice 
middle of the road pitch. Can get crowded at end of day. 

 Avanti is one of the busiest trails at Vail 
and is quite fun when not crowded. It’s another one of those 
multi ratings trails that start off blue, then gets steeper and is 
a black and ends with a blue pitch. The blue areas are nice 
and open with easy pitches but the black pitch is definitely 
steep and difficult. If you bring a lower intermediate here, 
they are going to have their hands full with the black parts. 
You can avoid the black pitch by taking Cold Feet on the 
right hand side, and then take a left onto Lion’s Way to 
get you back to the Avanti Lift. Watch out for others here,  
because the apprehensive will be traversing across. This 
also intersects with some beginner trails.... Careful!

Avanti’s name comes from the 10th Mountain Division who 
fought in Italy during WWII. Avanti means “forward or “let’s go”.

i

Named for an aspen tree at its edge which bore the black, 
curved lines of her bear claws, indicating a spot where a 
mother bear taught her cub to climb. This particular tree was 
cut down by mistake during the late 1970’s, but sections 
of its trunk were rescued and placed in the Colorado Ski 
Museum in Vail.

i

anDY’s RaTInG

OCCS . GROOMED39/68 anDY’s RaTInG

34/62/38
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anDY’s RaTInG
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anDY’s RaTInG OCCS . GROOMED

 Blue Ox starts off pretty flat for the first couple 
of pitches but then gets much steeper. This can be 
groomed or moguled and the difference is substantial. 
When groomed this is an hard black with a fun roller 
coaster type of a feel. It is at it’s best when first groomed, 
as it get scraped off as the day goes along. It gets 
pretty solid as the snowmaking base shows it’s face! 
Many have a hard time with the steepness and throw 
them sideways, meaning they slide the nice snow into 
clumps atop the rolls. Alway watch out because there 
can be people sitting down on the other side of the 
rolls. When bumped, this can be a long, arduous  
battle with the bumps. There is no easier way out so if 
you don’t like moguls, and the grooming report doesn’t 
say Blue Ox was groomed, don’t go down this! There 
are great views here of Vail and the surrounding Gore 
Range here also...Careful, this can get icy and slid off 
as bad snowriders skid.... This is definitely one of those 
trails people brag about doing at Vail, even if it takes 
them half the day... although that part of the story isn’t 
the one being told at the bar at the end of the day!

84

blUE OxblaCK FOREsT

29
GROOMED

 Black Forest is the race hill area with the NASTAR 
program being run here as well as a self timed race hill. 
This is fairly easy because it’s not too steep and wide 
open. It really depends on the course setter as this can 
be more difficult when he or she makes a tough race 
course. Most of the time there are easy lines so all can 
have a good time. The solid beginner should even feel 
comfortable here.

Named for the lumberjack’s folklore hero Paul 
Bunyan, whose ox Babe turned Blue during the 
“Winter of Blue Snow”.

i

KNOW THE CODE...
•  Always stay in control, and be able to stop or avoid other 

people or objects.
•  People ahead of you have the right of way. It is your  

responsibility to avoid them.
•  You must not stop where you obstruct a trail, or are not  

visible from above.
•  Whenever starting downhill or merging into a trail,  

look uphill and yield to others.
•  Always use devices to help prevent runaway equipment.
•  Observe all posted signs and warnings. Keep off closed trails 

and out of closed areas.
•  Prior to using any lift, you must have the knowledge and  

ability to load, ride and unload safely.

i
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anDY’s RaTInG
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anDY’s RaTInG

OCCS . GROOMEDanDY’s RaTInG

6
GROOMEDGROOMED

28

bWana

bRIsK WalKbOOMER

 Brisk Walk is a traverse cat walk type trail that 
goes from the bottom of the Highline Express Lift #10 
to the intersection of Mill Creek Road and Riva Catwalk 
which offers you a choice to the bottom. Brisk Walk 
itself is a super flat, annoyingly long traverse that the 
snow boarder will hate and the skier won’t like either; 
unless they are a cross country skier; or you need a 
good cardio workout.

 Bwana is multifaceted run off the 
Pride Express Lift that starts off black, and is steep and 
moguled. Then it flattens out and is blue and usually 
groomed. When it is, it’s a fun and open cruiser, but 
when it’s not it’s a little more difficult. It has a steeper 
pitch for a blue and sometimes with a lot of people on 
it, it can get scraped off and a tad icy. Many small  
moguls appear here and this is a good place to take an 
intermediate to see how he or she reacts to the changing 
terrain. The final pitch is steep and goes under and 
between the two Lionshead lifts and is moguled and 
difficult. Go around unless you like bumps!

 Born Free is an awesome blue run from 
the top of the Eagle’s Nest area and goes all the way 
down to near the bottom of Lionshead. This starts off pretty 
steep for a blue but is usually groomed, and is as wide as 
a L.A. freeway. This has many rolls and terrain changes as 
it makes it’s way down the mountain. A green pitch in the 
middle gives you a rest and then a final steeper blue to the 
end. Careful, this can get crowded!

 Boomer is a super wide open green that is so wide 
you could put a midwestern ski area in it. This has a nice 
consistent pitch that is pretty easy and this is a slow skiing 
area so you should not encounter too many experts flying 
by. Practice your turns and stopping skills here and enjoy 
what skiing and riding have to offer. Last pitch is a tad 
steeper so watch out.

Born Free commemorates the book and movie of that name, 
the story of Elsa, an orhan lion cub, who was later set free. 
The pitch at the top of the run was called Elsa’s Face.

i

The boomer was a device that tightened the chain 
around logs that had been loaded for transport.

i

OCCS . GROOMED

In Swahili, Bwana means master or boss.i

78/41/82
anDY’s RaTInG

55/35/48
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anDY’s RaTInG
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anDY’s RaTInG OCCS . GROOMED

anDY’s RaTInG GROOMED
19

CasCaDE WaY

48

CappUCCInO

NEVER GROOMED
82

CaDY’s CaFE

GROOMED
9

bWana lOOp

 A fun and easy blue run for the intermediate 
that has lots of rolls, pitch changes and tree islands to 
keep you on your toes. This seems to feel pretty narrow,  
especially when crowded. Off the Mountaintop Express 
(Chair 4) this can be done over and over with a fast 
chair when there are small lines. But that’s not often.... 
This is a great place to hop in and out of the trees to 
see if you like gladed skiing or riding. This can get icy 
when low on new snow... Sometimes this is crowded 
especially at the end of the day when everyone is  
coming back to the bases....

 Cascade Way is a green that gets you over to 
your condo or home over in Cascade Village. Most 
people don’t come over here unless you are going to 
your home but it’s a scenic area on the far west of 
Vail. Beginners might have a hard time with Cascade 
Way as there are a couple of more difficult pitches 
that may be blue and it’s a pretty narrow cat track type 
trail. There is a bridge to go under and at the end you 
have to climb a small hill to get to the lift. There are 
some small mogul fields or powder areas off the main 
groomed part of the trail.

 Cady’s Cafe is a gully type trail that has two sections. 
The first few turns are steep and then it flattens out with a 
half pipe type of feel with large walls on each side. It’s 
fun to go up and down off these walls, and there are also 
moguls, trees and rocks to deal with it. The second part, 
(after Gitalong Road) is a little steeper but more of the 
same. Fun when here first on a powder day, but always a 
challenging and different way down.

 Bwana Loop is for someone who does not want to 
go down the final blue pitch of Born Free which is a little 
steeper. Take this and it will go around the steeper part as 
this is a work road type traverse that brings you across the 
hill and then back. Also you could be taking the Villages 
Catwalk that turns into Bwana Loop for a short section 
before joining either the Lionshead Catwalk or the Vail  
Village Catwalk to get you down.
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19

anDY’s RaTInG

anDY’s RaTInG NEVER GROOMED

GROOMED

84

40

CHEETaH GUllY

CHEETaH
NEVER GROOMED

32

CHaOs CanYOn

82

CHallEnGE

 Cheetah is a nice short blue that helps the 
intermediate from having to take the bottom of Simba 
which is a black, and the bottom of Safari, that is also 
a black. This is a cut they made from Simba that cuts 
over to Safari and then back to Simba and thus you cut 
the hard pitches in half. This a great way to get around 
the tougher pitches here...

 Cheetah Gully is a fun tree experience but you 
should always have a friend with and you both should 
be at least an advanced intermediate. Found to the 
skier’s right of the Pride Express Lift (#26) this is a tight 
gully with huge stands of aspens which are really fun 
to ski or ride between. This is an adventure with lots 
of moguls, trees, ice, double fall lines, drop-offs, and 
other terrain features that is a obvious difference to  
the groomed trails all around it. And it’s pretty steep for 
this area...

 Chaos Canyon is a kids area just below Mid-Vail 
that has several different options. There are tree lines to 
the left; Thunder and Tornado Alley with nice lines and 
small bumps. The kids will enjoy this more than the adults 
as so many have gone through here that it’s better for their 
smaller skis or boards than your larger ones. Ricochet has 
small rolls for the kids to get small air. This is a safe place 
to let them learn how to negotiate trees or bumps and they 
will love it since it’s catered to them.

 Challenge is a fun and short black that the final 
pitch is pretty steep. This starts off pretty flat coming off 
The Meadows, but starts getting steeper with moguls and 
tree corridors. There are several routes through here, some 
narrow and some wider. Rest assured, no cat comes down 
here, and you will find lots of bumps. The final pitch will 
get the heart pumping but it’s short so hopefully you’ll be 
able to pull it off.

Play on words to indicate those who “cheat” by taking 
the easy way around the steepest face of Simba.

i
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GROOMED

CHOKER CUT OFF

33

38

CHRIsTMas

 Christmas is a busy trail in the Mountaintop 
Express area that is pretty easy for most. The pitch 
drops off a little so it’s not right down the fall line so 
I think that’s why they call this a blue. I think it’s a harder 
green that most will be able to negotiate unless they 
haven’t groomed it or it’s a powder day and not perfect 
corduroy. You’ll find lots of Christmas trees here  
obviously on each side and a nice consistent pitch that 
ends at the Mid Vail area. If you want to get to the Mid 
Vail restaurant or any of the services near, you must cut 
left onto Swingsville before you reach the bottom of 
Christmas or you cant get there.

 Choker Cut Off is the quicker way to get to the 
bottom of the Highline Express Lift #10, from the bottom 
of Chair 11. Take this instead of the flat Northface 
Catwalk to Skid Road which are boring traverses; and 
take this instead of having to go down the difficult and 
bumped up Log Chute or Klickity Klack. This is a pretty 
easy traverse actually.
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20

NEVER GROOMED

GROOMED

COOKsHaCK

COMpROMIsECOlD FEET

12
GROOMED

52

COlUMbInE
OCCS . GROOMEDanDY’s RaTInG

 Columbine is a great place for the intermediate. 
This has rolling terrain with flats and steeper pitches that 
are wide and groomed most of the time. This can be done 
over and over with the fast Avanti Express #2 Lift assuming 
the line isn’t too long. Practice your turns and going faster 
here but always watch out for others on this busy trail. Also 
be careful as this intersects with Ha Ha Highway halfway 
with beginners going slowly in front of you...

 Cookshack is one of the most consistent steep 
pitches on Vail Mountain. They usually have this roped 
off for the mogul specialists, such as bump teams and 
pro mogul racers. The bumps here are usually perfect 
since so many good mogul skiers ski here. Rarely have I 
seen a snow boarder on this nor would he or she enjoy 
this. They usually build huge jumps in the middle of 
the trail for air practice. This is a great place to watch 
good people and how you should ski moguls!

 Compromise is a work road traverse that’s sole 
reason for being here is to give people a way around 
the Riva Ridge section called Tourist Trap. Tourist Trap 
is a very steep but quick section and to avoid it, take 
a right off of Riva Ridge onto Skid Road, then double 
back on Compromise. You will come back on Riva 
Ridge for the final blue part...

 I love the name for this trail as one may have “cold 
feet” if they are not prepared to go down the middle of 
Avanti’s black rated section and this allows you to go 
around. Hit this to Lion’s Way and it will bring you around 
the harder and not groomed part of Avanti. This is an easy 
traversing type trail and is much easier than the blue pitch 
you just did.

They found the ruins of an old logging camp 
cookshack here when the mountain was surveryed 
for skiing.

iThe Columbine is the state flower of Colorado  
designated in 1899.

i
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48

15

17

GROOMED

GROOMED

 Deuces Wild is a fun steeper mogul run in the 
Game Creek Bowl area. Lots of bumps and a nice 
steeper pitch make this a fun quest for the mogul  
enthusiast. Sometimes they groom a strip of corduroy 
for those who wimp out or like a nice groomed steep 
pitch... This faces northwest so it usually has better 
snow than elsewhere at Vail. When low on snow, this 
is usually better than other trails at Game Creek. If this 
is doable, go on to Faro which is a little steeper.

DEUCEs WIlD

 Dealer’s Choice is a nice blue off of Lost Boy 
in the Game Creek area that has a nice open blue 
pitch and can be skied or ridden many times when the 
Game Creek Bowl area is not crowded. Many people 
will drop in before this or stay on Lost Boy so this may 
have the least amount of people on it. Not always 
though, so watch out for others. This gets groomed  
often and is a great cruiser with a gullylike feel for the 
intermediate. 

DEalER’s CHOICECOYOTE CROssInG

 Coyote Crossing goes from the top of the Eagle’s 
Nest area over to Practice Parkway or Ha Ha Highway 
and is very flat and easy. This is a traverse type trail that 
gets you somewhere and is not really a trail, just a cat 
track. For the beginner this might be hard, more because 
there are lots of people here. Also, my ski instructor friends 
say that some beginners make the mistake of staying too 
right here, and fall into some of the steeper trails... so, 
don’t get too close to the edge!

 Cub’s Way is a long and easy traverse that takes 
you from the top of the Eagle’s Nest area to the bottom 
of the Avanti Express Lift #2. Along the way you will have 
lots of choices that range from easy greens to pretty hard 
blacks. Most third day beginners and up will have no 
problem with the flat work road feel of this run which is 
more of a feeder than an actual run. Be careful though, as 
you traverse across many runs. People may be going fast 
and may not see you so keep your head up and watch out 
for those out of control! 

CUbs WaY
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81

FIRsT sTEp

FaRO

 First Step comes off of the Timberline Catwalk 
coming from the top of the Patrol Headquarters and 
starts off pretty steep and usually moguled. This ends 
quickly though and is just a quick steeper shot for an 
added challenge heading down to Northstar. Find 
powder and tree glades and a quick steep pitch to test 
your friends to see if they can handle some harder trails 
in the future...

 Faro is a black in the Game Creek Bowl that has 
thousands of moguls and a nice consistent pitch. If you 
don’t like steeper moguls, stay away!  There are a few 
tree islands, but it’s mostly a wide open mogul field. 
Great on a powder day for sure if you like bumps! This 
can get affected by the sun, with icy conditions when 
solid, slushy when sunny and warm. At the bottom it 
joins up with Showboat for the trip to the bottom of the 
Game Creek Express Lift.

anDY’s RaTInG OCCS . GROOMED

 Expresso is a fun blue with an even and fun pitch for 
the intermediate. This is located in the very busy Mountaintop 
Express #4 area and there are usually lots of people in this 
area. Most of the time it’s groomed and great. This can get 
a little skied off as the day progresses as so many people 
use this trail. This is harder on a powder day or when 
not groomed as small moguls form and it’s not the great 
cruiser that is can be. Go here first in the morning when 
they groom this and you can get many laps on corduroy, 
especially if the lift is not busy.

45

ExpREssO

 Eagle’s Nest Ridge is a flat green that is more of 
a feeder than a trail. This brings you from the top of the 
Wildwood Express #3 and the top of the Avanti Express 
over to the top of the Eagle’s Nest area. There are many 
choices off of this flat and usually windblown trail, with 
green, blue and black trails off to the right. Take this to 
access the west side of the main mountain also. This is a 
long trail that gets you to many others. This is an easy way 
to get to the Eagle Bahn Gondola download if you are too 
tired to get to the bottom or in the spring when the bottom 
is too slushy!
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 Gandy Dancer is a great trail that starts off the top 
of Chair 4 going down the easy part of Swingsville and 
goes off the right side. This is a roller coaster of a ride with 
lots of different pitches that roll around right and left, up 
and down. There are tree islands, moguls, flat sections, 
small drop-offs and other terrain changes to keep you on 
your toes. I love all the different looks this trail has. There are 
some steeper pitches that will challenge the intermediate, 
and there are other pitches that will be no problem. 
This can get icy with lots of use. You’ll eventually 
go under the Northwoods Express Lift #11 and take a left 
down a final steeper pitch until you join all the other trails 
in this area for the ride to the bottom.

 Game Trail is the way to get to the bottom of the 
Game Creek Area and the Game Creek Express Lift. 
From the top of the Eagle Bahn Gondola or Born Free 
Express just go straight to hit this traverse like trail. Keep 
your speed up as this is very flat. Basically just get you 
from here to there...

anDY’s RaTInG

 The Frontside Chutes are great for the expert and great 
for taking people who say Vail has no challenging slopes 
for the expert. You start with some thick aspen trees and a 
good black pitch but the main part of it then it drops into a 
steep chute type trail. Depending on the snow conditions, 
this can be quite difficult. Sometimes you have a mandatory 
rock drop into the final chute, which you don’t want to fall 
because you could end up at the bottom with some broken 
bones. There are many other tree areas in the section but 
the main part is what is described above. Be here first on 
a powder day and you will be rewarded with multiple 
face shots! You do not want to come here if you are not 
an expert! Watch out at the bottom as you hit Mill Creek 
Road as there may be people on the traverse and you 
don’t want to crash in them!

86
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 Flapjack starts at the top of the Highline Express Lift 
and ends at the bottom of the Northwoods Express Lift (11). 
It starts off very flat and boring and goes for a long time. 
When you finally hit Northwoods, it’s steeper to the lift but 
very wide open and pretty easy. Watch out for others in 
this crowded finish. It seems people like to stay on the right 
here, so bear left and you’ll have more room to manuver.

23

FROnTsIDE CHUTEs

FlapjaCK

The Gandy Manufacturing Company of Chicago 
made the tools used for laying railroad tracks. 
Gandy Dancers were the men who laid the tracks.
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 Giant Steps is a rolling black on the front side that is 
super wide and has a couple of steep pitches divided by 
some flat areas. For some reason, whether it’s bad skiers 
and snow boarders sliding down sideways, this can get 
icy and scraped off; or is it smaking and a lower elevation? 
This can be challenging for the intermediate and when 
there is good snow, this a great way to bring your friends 
up a level without intimidating them too much. Work on 
your steep turning prowess so that you can go from here 
to the back bowls.

 Gitalong Road is a flat and crowded traverse from 
the bottom of Mid Vail that takes you all the way to the  
bottom of any of the Vail bases. This is the easiest way 
down and might take a long time as it traverses back and 
forth across the mountain a few times. Watch out for the 
many intersections that will have people flying by and you 
will eventually get down to the bottom. This is a beginner 
cat track type trail with lots of people.

GITalOnG ROaD

GIanT sTEps

We have an extensive  
selection of wines, 

fine wines and 
rare vintage wines 

to choose from .

Our large selection of  
liquors and spirits includes 

166 micro brews and 
domestic beers.

Mention this advertisement 
and receive a  

10% discount on liquor 
and 5% discount on beer.* 

*Non-sale items only.

Also receive a  
10% discount on wine.

Frisco Liquors, Inc . 
416 Main St . 

Frisco, Colorado 80443 
Fax: 970 .668 .5543 

Phone: 970 .668 .3232 
Email: abacus@vail .net
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 Hairbag Alley is a natural half pipe and tree area 
to the skier’s right of Northwoods. It’s pretty challenging 
in here because there are lots of moguls, trees, drop-offs, 
logs and other obstacles to keep you on your toes. 
Large walls keep you from going back to Northwoods 
and this gully has a lot to offer as far as challenge. 
Great on a powder day but not so great when it gets 
icy in here.

 Ha Ha Highway is a flatter traverse from Practice 
Parkway to Minnie Ha Ha. This is flat and easy and 
is a beginner’s safe skiing area that you should not be  
going fast or reckless. The patrol will pull you over if you 
do as this is a haven for beginners to work on stopping 
and turning. Please be cautious of others here. Work 
on your turns and stopping skills so you can work your 
way up to better parts of Vail. Master those skills and 
you can go to longer trails with amazing views!

anDY’s RaTInG
9

71

GROOMED

GOpHER HIll

GOlDEn pEaK RaCE

 Gopher Hill is the beginner area at the bottom of the 
Golden Peak area. This has several lifts here including a 
carpet and a two person chair, the Gopher Hill lift. This is a 
flat and easy area to learn but there are many people here 
and your goal should be to learn quickly and go on to other 
places up on the mountain. Someone who can stop and turn 
each way will enjoy the Sourdough lift better since the views 
are nicer and there will be less people to watch out for. 

 Golden Peak Race is a trail that starts off to the 
skier’s right of the midway unload of the Riva Bahn Express 
Lift #6. This starts off with a sideways left cant, then bears 
to the right. The first pitch is medium steep, then it flattens 
out, then it gets pretty steep in the middle. After that in 
narrows and curves around to the bottom pitch. This can 
be open to the public when there are not races going on 
and is a fun and rolling cruiser. It is a challenging race hill 
when events are going on.

This is named after the Richardson ground squirrel. 
Local lore has it that when construction for Vail Village 
first began in 1962, hoards of these critters moved 
out and set up housekeeping on “Gopher Hill”.
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 Head First is a steep and very short pitch at the 
bottom near the beginning of the Vista Bahn Express 
#16 lift. This short pitch is challenging for most, has big 
bumps and is a little hidden from the bottom. They can see 
you from the lift and will be watching your every move, 
impressed with your daring and mogul prowness!

This was formally known as Adios, they renamed it 
for Howard Head, inventor of Head skis and tennis 
racquets, who owned a condo at the foot of the slope. 

i

Please visit my advertisers as they are all great  
people with great products that I’ve personally  
had much contact with.
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 International is a medium length roller coaster of 
a black in the middle of Vail mountain. It has steep 
pitches and flats and will be pretty challenging to the 
intermediate and up. This gets grooms a lot and is a fun 
wide open trail but for some reason this can get icy, at 
least for Colorado standards... I think many people get 
over their head here and slid down sideways, scraping 
the good snow off and leaving a sheet of ice; or it’s 
because it’s snowmaking snow, with a lower elevation. 
This is more the case in the spring than the winter but it 
happens more than I’d like. This is a great place to bring 
someone who is comfortable on blues and are ready 
to see if they can handle blacks as this has a rolling 
pitch and the steeper pitches are quick.

 Kangaroo Cornice is a quick black off of the top 
of the Wildwoods Express that you need to get off of 
the chair to the right and go around to get to this pitch. 
This is a small cornice although it can get bigger with 
wind and snow. The snow recycles here as the snow 
rolls over the cornice and this is usually pretty nice. The 
trail is very short though and after some small bumps 
and a steeper pitch it joins the probably groomed 
Hunky Dory rather quickly. This is great but too short...

 Hunky Dory is a wide open blue off of the top 
of The Wildwood Express #3 Chair that wraps around to 
the skiers’s right. This is super wide and groomed most of 
the time with a middle of the road blue steepness. There 
are some mogul fields if you head to the right but the main 
part of the trail comes under the chair and joins the very 
flat The Meadows to get down. Sharphooter usually has a 
photographer here, so you can get shot for free, and then 
at the end of the day you can check out your photo and 
buy the great memory!

 Highline is a very famous part of Vail that is known 
for it’s bumps. This is one of the places to come if you are 
a mogul specialist. This has a nice consistent steep fall line 
that faces north and the bumps are usually good. You will 
find good bump lines here because only people who want 
to do this area are here. In other words, people rarely 
make the mistake of coming here so you don’t have people 
sliding down sideways and ruining the bump lines. Great 
views of the Gore Range are also found here and with the 
newest of the Vail chairs here, a high speed quad, you can 
do this many times in a row. Flattens out at the end, but 
steep throughout most of the trail. You can traverse out of 
here, over to the more difficult Rodger’s Run at Tower 19....
(you can also traverse over to Chair 11)
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lEDGEs lIOns WaY

lIOnsHEaD CaTWalKKlICKTY KlaCK

 Lionshead Catwalk starts in the middle of the 
bottom of Vail and takes you to Lionshead. This starts 
at the intersection of Gitalong Road, Mill Creek Road, 
and Widisch Way. This is very flat and easy and it just 
serves as the easiest way to get to the bottom of the 
Lionshead, Vail Square area....

 Lions Way is simply a flat traverse from Mid Vail 
to the connection of Post Road, Gitalong Road and 
Villages Catwalk which can get you to any of the bottom 
villages. Lots of people will be around to pay attention 
and keep your head up.

 Ledges is a multifacets run in the middle 
of the mountain that has a couple of steep pitches to it. 
It starts off with a quick blue, that is usually groomed but 
ends quickly. Then it gets green, going through Practice 
Parkway, which is a slow skiing zone, with many beginners. 
Please be careful here. Then it goes to a wide open black, 
and has a nice mogully pitch to it. It rolls around and has  
a flat and then another steeper bump pitch. This will 
be challenging to most, and should have moguls, but 
sometimes is groomed which totally changes this to a much 
easier run. The top is much easier than the bottom

 Klickty Klack is a steep mogul run with wide open 
bumps that’s a short pitch that ends quickly on Skid Road 
near the bottom of the Highline Express. This has a double 
fall line and can have some weird bumps to it but also can 
be fun for the advanced snow rider. Sometimes the bumps 
are great and this is a good challenge to most.

OCCS . GROOMED
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lOOK Ma

lOsT bOY

28
 Lost Boy starts off as a traverse that takes you 
around the outside of all the Game Creek trails on the 
skiers left. This starts off very flat and boring but after 
it passes Dealers Choice it wraps around and starts 
going downhill. It is wide open and has a pretty 
consistent pitch with great views towards Beaver Creek 
and beyond. The last pitch is a blue pitch for sure so 
watch out; I would not bring beginners to this trail.

 Look Ma is a great bump run with a consistent 
pitch and usually nice rhythmic moguls... It’s one of the 
steeper pitches at Vail and is viewed in it’s entirety by 
The Wildwood Express (Chair 3)...Make good turns 
down this and receive hoots from above; make bad 
ones and you might hear it from above...

42
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lODGEpOlE

 Lodgepole is a super intermediate run with lots of 
personality. There are usually lots of people here also. 
This rolling trail has flat spots and steeper pitches and it’s 
wide open. Enjoy the cruising here and feel the wind in 
your face. This is a great place to practice your turns and 
stopping skills before going back to the back bowls and 
more difficult terrain. Watch out for beginners criss crossing 
this trail on Ha Ha Highway about halfway since they will 
be scared of you flying by them and you really don’t want 
to collide with anyone anyway! This isn’t always groomed, 
check the grooming report.

 Log Chute is a nice and quick bump run below 
Chair 11 on the way to the Highline Express #10 lift. This 
is riddled with massive moguls and some good lines as it 
has a consistent fall line. This is a great place for advanced 
ability moguls as the pitch is pretty steep and the bumps 
side to side. This ends all too quickly though and you’re at 
the bottom of the Highline Express #10 Chair. Left side has 
a double fall line.

Many locals consider this the final of the PPL, which is a brutal 
combination of Prima, Pronto and Log Chute for a trifecta of massive 
bumps... you know you are good if you can top to bottom this trio.

i

This is where the late great Shane McConkey did his 
naked spread eagle... perhaps his last run at Vail!

i

Named for 14 year old Martin Koether, who skied by mistake into 
the Game Creek area before it was developed and spent the night 
in a snow cave under a tree while rescuers searched the mountain 
for him. He made his way safely out of the bowl the following day. 
He walked into the patrol shack and said “I’m the lost boy”.
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MInnIE Ha HaMIDvaIl ExpREss

MEaDOWs (THE)

 Mill Creek Road is an ultra flat traverse type cat 
walk that takes you from the intersection of Brisk Walk 
and Riva Ridge and brings you to the catwalks that take 
you down to one of the three base areas. If you want 
to go to Golden Peak, continue on Riva catwalk unless 
you are a beginner; if that’s the case follow Mill Creek 
Road until Lionshead Catwalk, then take a right onto 
Windisch Way. Be aware that this trail is very flat and 
snow boarders especially will hate it!

 Minnie Ha Ha is a blue pitch that separates the 
two Minnies. These two steep mogul pitches have an 
open blue “rest area” between them that is flat and  
boring and totally different compared to the bump runs 
of Minnie’s. Watch out for beginners here as this is a 
slow skiing area and there are lots of new skiers and 
riders that scare easily...

 Midvail Express takes you from the top of the Avanti 
Express #2 lift over to the Mid-Vail area. This is an easier 
blue with one steeper pitch that most can handle and the 
pitch has a little cant to it. That’s a sideways tilt not a I can’t 
do this cant! Most will enjoy this wide open trail with a 
few tree islands and open feel. This is most likely groomed 
and can be fairly crowded so watch out for others when 
the mountain is busy.

 This is a mostly flat pitch that makes it’s way from 
the top of the Avanti Express to the bottom of Chairs 3 
and 4. There is a small change that gets a tad steeper in  
the middle here so apprehensive types should take their 
time. Also, if you go left too soon you’ll be on the bumps 
of S. Look Ma so make sure you go far enough straight 
before venturing down... Watch out as there can be many 
people here....
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 The North Face Catwalk takes you from 
the bottom of the Northwoods Express Lift #11 across 
to the bottom part of Prima and on to the bottom part of 
Riva Ridge. This is a green cat track type of traverse but 
it is green for the first part and blue for the second part. 
This is because the first part has an option of Skid Road 
for the beginner or apprehensive, which is a green but 
if you continue on you will hit the bottom of Riva Ridge, 
who’s last pitch is a blue. Also, this a alternative way 
of getting to the bottom of Vail Village or Lionshead for 
lunch or at the end of the day to avoid going back up 
to the more crowded top.

GROOMED

NEVER GROOMED
88

naRROWs (THE)

 The Narrows are expert chutes and tree areas 
that the locals probably don’t want me to talk about. 
These are to the skier’s right of Mudslide (above) and 
are similar in nature. You will find very tight aspen tree 
stands here that are fun but very challenging when the 
snow is good.  Experts only, and only when the snow 
conditions are good. You should also be with a friend 
here also, as this is dangerous.

72

MInnIE’s

MUDslIDE
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 Mudslide is one of the Frontside Chutes that have 
a back country feel and only should be done by experts. 
Seriously, you will not enjoy this unless you a very good, 
and even then, this can have all sorts of different conditions 
and terrain. This starts off in tight aspen trees and such, 
and continues on into a steep chute. You don’t want to fall 
here and either does the ski patrol; they don’t want to have 
to bring a sled in here...

 Minnie’s is two short steep runs separated by Minnie 
Ha Ha. The first pitch is short but steep and usually has 
big bumps. The second pitch is a lot longer, and starts off 
pretty mellow. Don’t be fooled by the flat part as it will get 
much steeper. After the mellow part, it rolls over to a steep 
and consistent pitch. When groomed, this is an exciting 
but short pitch. When this has moguls on it, the trail is 
much harder. Stick to the sides for easier ways down if the 
bumps are too much.

Named after Charles Minot Dole. “Minnie” Dole 
not only founded the National Ski Patrol in 1938, 
but also was instrumental in the creation of the U.S. 
Army’s 10th Mountain Division of ski troopers.

i nORTH FaCE CaTWalK
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 North Rim is a short and steep run off of the Patrol 
Headquarters area of the top of Vail. The first pitch 
is steep and moguled with lots of cliffs and rocks. It’s 
fairly open in the middle with a steep pitch that will be 
difficult for almost everyone. After that it flattens out and 
has more trees and bumps. This is a nice place for steep 
powder turns early on a powder day or some rock 
jumping shots for those who have the guts... There will 
be lots of moguls on the landing though, so watch out! 

 Northstar is a great twisty black that has a variety of 
pitches in the Northwoods area. This starts off steep, gets 
flat, then gets steeper again. This wraps around with 
many different types of pitches and terrain. There are 
open areas, tree areas, some rocks to play in and it’s a 
fun long roller coaster to the bottom. Dip into some open 
trees for some glade skiing or riding, or stay on the main 
trail if you prefer. Find some powder off the groomed 
part or some moguls if not groomed. Northstar has it all. 
Careful, sometimes this can get crowded. Great place 
to bring someone for variety and challenge...

Believe it or not, this run points to the North Star!i

ANDY'S SKI&RIDE GUIDES

 Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides are able to put your  
advertising message in the hands of Colorado skiers and riders for 
the entire season or for our out of state visitors, for the duration of 
their ski vacation. With over 150,000 copies circulated annually, 
these valuable guides will be reviewed during lift rides, gondola 
trips and off the mountain while skiers and riders recall their adventures 
of the day. Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides are distributed FREE to skiers and 
riders at local retailers including sporting goods stores, retail outlets, 
and restaurants. Combined with www .andysskiandrideguides .com 
website, you are ensured of advertising exposure that rivals any other 
form of media.

Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides give readers detailed descriptions of each 
and every run on the mountain including a difficulty rating (not simply 
green, blue or black) from 1-100 to provide them with a more 
defined idea of the challenge of the slope compared to their skill level. 
Combined with information and recommendations on each of the lifts, 
and tips on navigating the mountains, Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides will 
be retained throughout the season by the local skier or throughout an 
out of state visitors entire ski or ride experience.

Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides cover the five ski areas of A-Basin,  
Breckenridge, Copper Mountain, Keystone and Vail which together 
account for over 45% of all skier visits to Colorado.

For more information call 303.282.6646 or  
visit: www.freshpowdermedia.com

aDvERTIsInG OppORTUnITIEs
ANDY'S SKI&RIDE GUIDES
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 Northwoods is one of Vail’s all time greats. Wide 
open (at the bottom it’s a couple of football fields wide) 
This is groomed almost every day and it’s a cruising’  
persons nirvana. Arc your turns here with lots of room to 
play. Be careful though, because this can be crowded and 
ski patrol looks down on super fast skiing or riding. This 
starts with a couple of rolling pitches and then opens up 
to one gigantic open field. Steeper at first, it flattens out at 
the end but at all times it’s quite entertaining. And when the 
Northwoods Express is not crowded, you can do this many 
times in an hour...

nORTHWOODs

84
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 Old 9 Line is the cut that used to have the old Lift #9 
on it. It is now a narrow expert trail that has lots of pitch 
changes, rocks, moguls, drop-offs, small trees and other 
things to keep you turning. This has many steep pitches to it 
and can be quite difficult. Only the advanced and up will 
enjoy this, and truthfully only the hardy will like it. There 
is no rhythm to any of the moguls, and it’s weird pitch 
has lots of different cants and fall lines; which makes it fun 
to some..... 

NEVER GROOMED
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OUzO GlaDE
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OUzO

 Ouzo Glade is beyond Ouzo in the Game Creek 
Bowl and has a nice bumpy pitch to it and trees and 
glades. A nice stash of powder can be found here later 
in a powder day but it’s steep pitch and trees will be 
a challenge to advanced skiers and riders. A fun pitch 
when there is powder but tough for most. Just like Ouzo, 
watch out for the work roads that intercect here as they 
can be surprising especially if you are going to fast.

 Ouzo is probably the steepest of the Game Creek 
Bowl trails and can be groomed or have small bumps. 
There are no trees and this is kind of lunar if you ask me. 
This is the way to get to the Game Creek Club and many 
take this down. You can access this directly from the 
top of the Avanti Express Lift #2. Watch out for work 
roads that go across this as they can be dangerous 
if you are not aware and going too fast. This can be great 
early on a powder day with a nice consistant pitch.

Ouzo, a fiery Greek liqueur, relates to a deal cut between 
Eagle Valley sheep rancher Chris Jouflas, who owned the 
bowl, and Vail Associates, which needed the land. Jouflas 
brought a bottle of Ouzo to the bargaining table, and  
negotiations proceeded happily toward contract.

i
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pIKa

 Pika is a short green pitch after the first pitch of 
Berries or Lodgepole that is very flat and is a traverse 
type trail that winds around and joins Ha Ha Highway. 
If you are over your head and get here, this will 
be an easier way that taking the above mentioned 
trails down.  

 Pickaroon is a fun trail on the front side that 
starts off blue but ends black. The blue part is wide open 
and usually groomed (not always) and is great for the 
intermediate. Then it rolls down to a black and is 
much steeper. This will be exciting for most and a big  
difference than the first pitch. When this is not groomed 
this is much harder with non-rhythmic bumps and a pitch 
that is steep. Beginners should stay away at all times. 

21

OvER EasY

pEpI’s FaCE
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 Named after famous Vail pioneer, Pepi Gramshammer, 
this is the last pitch of International, and though short, is very 
steep and intimidating. For those who are not advanced 
enough, they slide down sideways, scraping off the snow 
which makes this trail almost always icy. Many people 
also watch you ski this as this trail can be seen from many 
places, including the decks of a few popular restaurants 
at the bottom. So ski or ride this well and proudly saunter 
up to the bottom area and listen to the praise. Or did you 
flail down it, sliding for your life, much to the delight of the 
lunch crowd?

 Over Easy is a wide green that starts directly under 
the Avanti Express #2 Lift and takes you over to the Mid 
Vail area. This is the easiest way to get over there. This has 
some fun terrain for the strong beginner and up with some 
banks and rolls but it’s pretty easy for most. This is almost 
always groomed and is more exciting than many of the 
really flat green runs and fairly long if accessed from the 
top of the Wildwood Express #3 lift. Couple this with the 
top of Eagle’s Nest Ridge for a long run. There are great 
views here.

OCCS . GROOMED
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 Powerline Glade comes off from the top of the 
Mountaintop Express #4 Lift and you take the first left on 
the traverse over to Ramshorn. Then at any point take 
a right into the tree glades and you have hit Powerline 
Glade. There are usually moguls at the top with fairly open 
glades and then the bottom pitch is much steeper and more 
difficult. It ends pretty quickly though and you’re back at 
the bottom of the Mid-Vail area. The Chair 4 cliffs are right 
under the lift, also known as “Hollywood” since everyone 
will be watching.

NEVER GROOMED
68

12
 Post Road goes from the top of the Cascade Village 
Lift #20 and takes you over to the Villages Catwalk. From 
here you can get to Lionhead or Vail Village. This is very 
flat and most beginners could handle this. The one problem 
I see is that this crosses many busy trails and there will 
always be people bombing past you. Keep your head up 
and look up as you go across each intersection.

pOWERlInE GlaDE

pOsT ROaD
GROOMED

12

pRaCTICE paRKWaY

 Practice Parkway is a beginner area made 
for the purpose of the second day beginner and up. 
This area should not have fast skiers or riders as it is  
designated a beginner area with no fast skiing or riding. 
I’d rather practice my turns and stopping skills here, away 
from the crowded mess at the bottom and away from 
the 1st day beginner who hasn’t learned how to ride a 
chair yet. When you feel comfortable here, you can go 
on to longer greens or maybe easy blues. Check out my 
rating system to see what is next in your progression. 
My ski instructor friend says it’s important to note that 
beginners on this run see some of the runs off to the 
right and just the sight intimidates them. So my advice 
is, look at the harder runs off to the skier’s right but don’t 
worry, this green continues on in an easy fashion.

 The Preserve is a neat section that starts 
off green but then has two black pitches to it. Don’t 
worry, they give the beginner a way out! The green part 
is actually steep for a green and might be considered a 
blue. The black parts are steep and moguled and are 
pretty hard for almost anyone. Beautiful aspen stands 
abound in this scenic area.

OCCS . GROOMED
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 Pride is a neat trail under the Pride Express 
Lift #26 that has lots of nooks and crannies to it. The black 
pitch is steep but it is so short it’s easy. Then it turns blue 
for the rest with rolls, trees, lift towers and other obstacles 
to keep you on your toes. There are some tree glades 
with really sparse trees that make them easy for the tree 
neophyte. There are usually little bump fields that form on 
the side for those who want some quick bumps; so this trail 
has fun for all!

pRIDE pRIMa

 Prima is a super wide trail that is 
long and challenging with a steep pitch. When this 
is moguled this is very difficult for most and so long 
that it might take an hour for those who should not be 
here. Also, there is no way out if you make the mistake 
of coming here. It’s forgiving part is that it is so wide 
that you can traverse your way around instead of 
having to go right at it.  For those who love the 
bumps this can have great lines and is very lengthy. 
When Prima hits the Trans Montane traverse it goes 
to an easy black pitch which is great when groomed 
and slightly harder when not. Then, as the Northface 
Catwalk comes across, it turns blue and is groomed 
most of the time.  This is much easier... IMPORTANT: 
You’ll want to take a right onto Silk Road to go to 
the Highline Express #10 here, or you get stuck on 
Briskwalk if you continue to the skier’s left, and most will  
hate this long and flat traverse.

OCCS . GROOMED
63/42
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pRIMa CORnICE pUMp HOUsE

 The Pump House is a double black diamond  
section that has some steeps and many trees. There are 
several open areas, or you can choose to stay in the 
trees. This is steep and never groomed, and really only 
the expert will enjoy this. I’m sure the locals don’t want 
me to say much about this as this is a nice expert stash 
that gets too much play as it is. Watch out for the river 
at the end in the spring and always ski or ride here with 
a partner; as it can be dangerous in here for most...

 Ramshorn is a fun middle of the road 
green that is usually groomed and quite fun of the  
intermediate and below. Curving around from the 
top of Chair 4, this is so wide there are ski areas in 
the midwest that have less terrain than this. This is a 
nice warm up to the other trails in this area which are  
harder. When Chair 4 is quiet (not often) you can do 
this many times in an hour, working on your turns... This 
get groomed almost every day and sometimes more 
than once in a day...The last pitch turns blue so if that’s 
hard for you, you can opt out to the skier’s left.

 Pronto is a short but steep section that takes you 
from Prima to the bottom of Chair 11. If you didn’t have 
enough bumps on Prima, this is steeper and has more  
moguls for you. This is difficult but short and you’ll need to 
make good bump turns as some people will be watching 
from the chair. The snow is usually good here but  
sometimes it can get “springlike”

 You want the arguably hardest pitch at Vail? Well, 
here you go. You will need to be on your game here, as 
this is very steep and you must jump into it. You could slide 
your way in here in a couple of places but that’s not the 
mind set you need. Fall here and some boulders may be 
in your future. The far left would be the easiest route but 
there’s still a choke to negotiate. This isn’t that long though 
but certainly exciting. It gets easier and then you hit some 
glades and the last pitch is a less steep moguled pitch. 
Gets harder when low on snow here. There are a couple 
different gates to get in here.

GROOMED/OCCS . GROOMED
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RIva GlaDE

 Riva Glade is a great and difficult tree area 
to the left of Riva Ridge. This has nice open corridors 
that have the challenge of trees with steep pitches and  
moguls. This is great when you are first on a powder 
day and even later when it’s snowing. This is not where 
you want to learn how to ski or ride trees, this is where 
you go when you are accomplished at them...This 
looks easy at the top but gets much harder. If you are 
over your head, cut hard left to get to Christmas or right 
to get to the trail Riva, not the gladed part.

28
GROOMED

RIva CaTWalK

 Riva Catwalk comes off the bottom or Riva Ridge 
and is a very flat connector type trail that gets you to 
either the Riva Bahn Golden Peak area, or the Vista Bahn 
Vail Village Mountain Plaza area. This is scenic with lots 
of trees and an enclosed type feel and then opens up for 
the last pitch down to the bottom. The last pitch is a blue 
type pitch that would be very difficult for the beginner but 
ok for everyone else. It’s groomed every day and is more 
of a connector except for the last pitch. Watch out for the 
yellow jackets at the end of the day here; that would be 
the speed control people.

All three Riva named runs are named after the ridge in the 
Italian Apennines where the Vail founder veterans of the 
10th Mountain Division won a decisive battle in World 
War II. Vail skier Penny Tweedy named one of her horses 
for this run an it won the Kentucky Derby in 1972.

i

Please remember that my ratings are an average  
and change every day with new snows, no snows, 
sun, skier traffic etc. Some days a 42 will feel like  
a 82 for example. Please keep this in mind!
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 Rodger’s Run is a long and winding bump run 
that can be relentless unless you are in good shape 
and enjoy huge bumps. This will shorten most peoples 
day! I don’t however, think this should be designated 
a double black. Note my rating...This can be great 
on a powder day if you like moguls and a steeper 
pitch. Buy you a beer if you can top to bottom this  
one! I gotta be there to see it though! Email me at  
andyskiandrideguides.com and maybe I’ll meet you!

 Ruder’s Run starts from the midway point of the 
Riva Bahn Express Lift #6 and is a middle of the road 
blue that’s not that well travelled. Many take this as 
their friends do the terrain park and they don’t want to. 
You can see the terrain park from here. The last pitch is 
steeper and more challenging so keep that in mind but 
most of this is pretty middle of the road.

 Riva Ridge is one of the most 
famous runs at Vail and one of the longest. It has several 
different pitches, and actually has different colors to  
represent the difficulty differences. This starts from the top 
of Chair 4 and goes by many other trail choices on both 
sides. This then rolls over to a wide and steep black; which 
is usually groomed (but not always). The first pitch has a 
consistent fall line to it and is quite exhilarating as it drops 
off, but beware, there are usually a lot of people around 
to watch out for. Then, as Trans Montane comes across, 
you need to watch out for beginners coming across. The 
pitch turns easier, and this is the blue part. Then you need 
to make a decision, go straight, which they call Tourist 
Trap for good reason, or take a right and wimp out on 
Skid Road. You can go around Tourist Trap by taking Skid 
Road and coming back to the bottom easier pitch or Riva 
Ridge by taking a left off of Skid Road on Compromise. 
The final pitch of Riva Ridge is blue and is harder for a 
blue but easier than the rest of the trail as there is still some 
steepness to it. Then you have the choice of the easier 
Lionshead Catwalk or Riva Catwalk depending on where 
you want to go village-wise.

Pronounced “Rowjayz”. Commemorating Roger Staub, 
champion Swiss skier and Olympic Gold medalist, who 
served as Vail’s ski school director from 1965-69...

i
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sHOWbOaT
s. RIM

s. lOOK Ma

 S. Look Ma is a quick pitch above the Wildwood 
Express Chair #3 that is steep, but not as steep as it’s cousin, 
Look Ma. This may have a strip groomed right down the 
middle with the sides riddled with bumps. By the end of 
the day though, the bumps on the side make their way 
into the middle of the run because so many people come 
through this run. This is very busy because many people 
come from many directions to get to the bottom of Chairs 
3 and 4 or go beyond to get to the bottom. You can go 
on The Meadows to go around this steeper bump field if 
that’s not what you are looking for.

 Safari is a great blue/black over on the 
west side of the main mountain by the Pride Express lift. 
It comes off the middle of Simba, and is typical of all 
the trails over in this area; wide open, groomed and 
not that steep. The blue part of the run finishes below 
the bottom of the Pride Express but you can continue on 
the black part which is usually not groomed for the trip 
to the bottom. This part can get icy since it’s low on the 
mountain. Take a left onto Cheetah if you want a blue 
trail to the bottom. 

 Showboat is the main run in the Game Creek 
Bowl and goes right under the chair. This is usually 
groomed (but not always) and is the easiest route down 
the Game Creek Bowl except for Lost Boy. It starts off 
pretty steep for a blue but is wide open and mellows 
out pretty quickly to almost a green pitch so I guess 
the average is blue. You can meander off onto other 
surrounding trails to try some moguls (especially on 
the skiers left) and then quickly be back on the easier 
groomed part. Also you can show off (showboat) your 
best turns and your new $2000 ski suit for the chair 
riders right above you! 

 S. Rim is an intimidating first turn into a short fun black 
run from the top of the Northwoods areas. Bumps, trees 
and steepness characterize this run but it ends quickly...  
Fly off the top cornice for a great photograph on a powder 
day for the crazy person... Watch out in the springtime or 
when low on snow as this can get a little gnarly; or icy 
when it got warm the day before...

saFaRI
OCCS . GROOMED
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sKIppER (THE)

 The Skipper is a fun little tangent off of either the 
Wildwood Express #3 or the Mountaintop Express #4. 
Both ways have a traverse to get here and it does not 
get alot of people since it’s kind of hidden. This has a 
quick steep black pitch to it, with lots of bumps and is 
fairly challenging to the advanced skier or rider and 
up. It ends quickly though, and flattens out to a blue 
type pitch for the final half of the trail. Watch out at the 
end as it joins a very well travelled part of Vail.

 Snag Park is a great roller coaster of a trail in the 
Northwoods area. This starts after the entrance of the 
Northwoods trail off of the Timberline Catwalk. This starts 
off steep and then it flattens out, then another steeper 
pitch, then it flattens out. After that is a final steep pitch 
before it joins Northwoods for the trip back to the chair. 
This is a great and varied run that will be fun and 
challenging for the intermediate, with powder, moguls, 
dropoffs and steeps that are very entertaining.

 Skid Road takes you from the middle of Riva 
Ridge, where it goes from blue to black (Tourist Trap). You 
can get back to Riva Ridge via Compromise to miss the 
steeper Tourist Trap or you can continue on this cat track 
with a narrow feel and some blue type terrain until you hit 
the bottom of Prima; From here it’s green and easy for the 
short trip to the bottom of the Highline Express Lift #10; or 
you can take the Northface Catwalk back to the blue part 
or Riva Ridge. 

 Simba is a great run off of the west side of 
Vail. They groom this almost every day and is a nice place 
to let them run... Go fast and feel comfortable on this super 
wide rolling trail but be careful when it’s busy... Remember 
that Ski Patrol frowns on out of control skiing or riding. 
Learn how your equipment likes to carve a nice turn.  
Careful though, as the second to last pitch is steeper and 
sometimes not groomed. Take a right on Cheetah to avoid 
this spot. Coyote’s Getaway is a little mining tunnel for the 
kids to ski through and Crazy Coyotes Tree Adventure is a 
quick tree shot for the little ones.  My old roommate had 
a dog named after this run, but he was anything but well 
groomed! This is the best way to get to Cascade way or to 
get to the top of the Cascade lift for a easy download.

Named for George Knox, Sr. who at age 62 came to 
Vail and began publication of a weekly newspaper, 
The Vail Trail.

i
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THIRTYEIGHT (38)

sWInGsvIllEsOURDOUGH

 Thirtyeight (38) is a short and steep mogul pitch 
which is the last pitch right under the Vista Bahn Express 
#16 that is pretty challenging to almost everyone. Lots 
of huge bumps will await you here as I’ve never seen 
them groom this. There is kind of a sideways cant to it 
that makes some of the bumps unrhythmic but this can 
be a fun challenge at the end of ones run, but for some 
it may end their day! Watch out for people on Windisch 
Way, and know that road can launch you into more 
bumps with alot of speed!

 Swingsville is a harder green off of the  
Mountaintop Express #4 that is nicely groomed most 
of the time but a little steeper for a green. There are 
definitely blue pitches to this and throw in the fact it’s 
always crowded, the beginner will be over his or her 
head here most likely. This is actually a good place to 
bring someone who makes strong turns and can stop on 
a dime, as you can take them to one of the easier blues 
after conquering this harder green.

 Spruce Face is a front side trail that is usually riddled 
with moguls and has a nice blue pitch to it with a couple 
of rolls. This is very wide and gets easier as you go since 
the first pitch is the steepest. It looks a little intimidating 
peering over from the top but it widens and gets less steep 
with lots of room to maneuver. Some small stands of trees 
add to the challenge.

 Sourdough is a great beginner trail high up the 
mountain that has a nice easy pitch to it.  It is steeper than 
what a first day beginner would like, but most will find this 
a great place to learn and work on turning and stopping. 
This is away from the mess at the bottom, and has a wide 
open feel to it, although there are a few tree islands to give 
it some personality. The views are better here, the chair 
is fast and usually not as crowded as some of the other 
beginner spots lower on the mountain. Do note that the 
final pitch is steeper and could be called a blue.

Named for Vail resident, Gerald Ford, the  
38th President of the United States.
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10% offentrees with mention of this ad

THIS IS A SAMPLE OF OUR DELICIOUS MENU

 Farley’s Famous Prime Rib 
Served with au jus and horseradish sauce 
12 oz. Garrett Cut or 16 oz. Geordie Cut

Steaks & Chops
Filet Farley

House Specialty. 8 oz. filet topped with crab meat,  
artichoke heart and bernaise.

Filet Mignon • Lamb Chops
Chef’s Choice Pork Chop

N.Y. Strip • Seasoned Strip
Top Sirloin • Baby Back Ribs

Chicken & Seafood
Alaskan King Crab Legs
Over a pound of the real thing. 

Served with drawn butter..

Shrimp & Scallop Scampi
Chicken St. George • Baked Salmon

Chef’s Choice Vegetarian Entree
Ahi Tuna

 Tavern & Lunch Menu 
Appetizers

Scallops •Ahi Tuna • Buffalo Wings
Veggie Pot Stickers

Artichokes Parmesan
Chicken Satay • Shrimp Cocktail

Chicken Tenders
Buffalo Chicken Tenders

Sandwiches
French Dip • Fish Sandwich

Chop House Burger
Hickory Burger • Chicken Sandwich

Chicken Hickory Sandwich
Teriyaki Chicken Sandwich

Prime Rib Sandwich

Salads
Caesar, House, Wedge 
& Mixed Green Salads

 Happy Hour 
3pm-6pm daily

$1.50 PBR Bottles • $3.00 Shillings
$3.50 Well Drinks & House Wine

$6.00 
Beef Tips,
Burgers, 

Fish Sandwich 
or Wings

Lunch (seasonal):
12noon-5pm

Dinner:
5pm-10pm

Happy Hour:
3pm-6pm

■ Non Smoking

■ Full Service Bar

■ Handicap Accessible

■ Great Outdoor Deck

■ Nightly Specials

■ Kid’s Menu

Credit Cards:
Visa, Mastercard,
American Express

423 Main St.
Corner of 5th & Main
Frisco, CO

(970) 668-3733
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 Tin Pants is an easy green in the Sourdough Express 
(14) area, just below the Two Elk Lodge. Practice your turns 
here on a flat and easy beginner trail near the top of the main 
mountain. There can be some people in this area as they 
try to get to the Northwoods area so watch out for others. 

 The Timberline Catwalk is a trail that takes you from 
the top of the three chairs in the Patrol Headquarters area 
at the top of Vail mountain. Many people are in this area 
going a variety of different ways so you need to keep your 
head up and watch for others. Although this is a green, 
the first pitch is steeper and probably a blue; especially as 
people are going fast to keep their speed on the way to 
the Sleepytime traverse towards the back bowls and Blue 
Sky Basin. If you stick to the skier’s right you can stay on 
the green part; but head’s up! The rest is relatively flat and 
takes you over to most of the Northwoods area trails and 
then eventually over to the Sourdough Express.

 Tourist Trap is a quick section of Riva Ridge that 
is very steep for a groomed black at Vail and is a great 
name for this section. It is a choke, which wraps around 
left with big ridges and then drops down to the right. 
It’s very steep and because of that many intermediates 
get scared and side slip the snow off the trail. Thus 
this is frequently icy; at least by Colorado standards. 
This does end quickly though with the ending blue part 
of Riva Ridge. If you are apprehensive here, take a 
right on Skid Road and come back on Compromise, a 
trail made just for the reason of not having to go down  
Tourist Trap; or if really over your head, you can continue 
on Skid Road and make your way back on the Northface 
Catwalk which takes you to the final short blue pitch on 
Riva Ridge. 

Refers to the canvas chaps worn by loggers and waterproofed 
with grease or pine pitch. In cold weather, the pants often froze 
so stiff they were known as “tin pants” and men were know to 
slide back down to camp on them.

i To find current news and events as well as additional 
information on ski areas not included in our printed 
guides, visit our website at: 

www.andysskiandrideguides.com
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 Trans Montane is a catwalk with a flat traverse feel 
to it. It takes you from the Mid Vail area below chairs 
3&4, over to the bottom of the Northwoods Express 
#11. Here, if you a beginner, you need to take the 
Northface Catwalk back across the mountain until you hit 
Skid Road to take you to the Highline Express Lift #10.

TRans MOnTanE
GROOMED

12

This was the first name for Vail Associates, when 
it’s intentions of ski area development were kept a 
secret... The Transmontane Rod and Gun Club.

i

This space For Rent
To get more information on advertising opportunities 
in Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides, contact us at: 

www.freshpowdermedia.com
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WHIsTlE pIG

WHIppER snappER

vaIl vIllaGE CaTWalK WHIsKEY jaCK

 Whiskey Jack is a wide open blue that’s a fun 
cruiser for most. This has a nice open feel to this and 
rolls around with a few blue pitches but nothing that 
is overwhelming to the intermediate and up. This 
is groomed most of the time and can be crowded, 
especially nearing the end of the day as people use 
this to get to the Northwoods Lift #11 to get back to 
the front.

 Whistle Pig is a bumper’s paradise off of the 
Mountain Top Express #4 lift that will shorten your day 
if you’re not ready for the battle with the moguls. The 
Vail ski school does many bump lessons on this trail 
so usually there are some nice lines through this. This 
is very wide with a steeper pitch at the top and then 
a nice consistent pitch until the bottom. At the bottom 
you’ll be in sight of the chair lift so do well for the 
watchers! I hear they groom this only on the last day of 
the year!

 Whipper Snapper may be the least travelled trail 
at Vail. First of all, most people in this area are racing or 
at the terrain park. Second, you have to climb 10 feet 
from around the chair which some won’t do. The trail itself 
has beautiful aspen trees and rolls and an open cruising 
type trail. A couple of rolls and steeper pitches keep the 
intermediate on their toes and trees glades add to the 
scenery. There is an old mine remnant at the bottom and a 
mining history sign at the top to talk about.

 Vail Village Catwalk and Villages Catwalk are 
both flat traverse type of catwalks that get you back to the 
bottom areas. The Vail Village Catwalk takes you down 
to the Vail Village Mountain Plaza area in a flat and easy 
fashion. There are many pitches at the bottom that are 
very hard and this is the way around them. The Villages  
Catwalk takes you to the Lionshead Catwalk which will 
bring you down to Lionshead.

Nickname for the yellow bellied marmot, western 
relative of the woodchuck. These alpine rock dwellers 
whistle sharp warnings when approached.
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 The Woods is a trail in the Game Creek area 
that comes off Lost Boy that has tree glades and a nice 
blue pitch to it. They usually groom this one and leaves 
some bumps on the sides. The glades to the left are 
great for those who like trees. The many trees give this 
a sheltered feel and the pitch will be comfortable to 
the intermediate and up. The bumps can have a weird 
rhythm to them because the trail itself is canted; leading 
to not great lines in the moguls. You end up in the 
Showboat gully so watch for others as you yield into 
the gully.

 Why is Windows road a black when it’s really a 
green cat trail? Because it brings you to fun tree glades 
that are advanced for sure; or to The Skipper which is 
an advanced trail... So the terrain is not advanced but 
where it takes you to is...

 Windisch Way is the easiest way to get from near 
the bottom of the middle of Vail Mountain over to the  
bottom of the Golden Peak area or Vail Village. This very 
flat traverse circumvents the steeper last pitches of the Vail 
Village area and traverses over towards Golden Peak and 
then back. This is very flat and almost uphill in places....

 Wild Card is a great but short intermediate run in 
the Game Creek Bowl area. This is the first run off of Lost 
Boy from the top of the chair and is very short and joins 
Showboat for the gully type run to the bottom. Sometimes 
you’ll find a groomed stripe down the middle with bumps 
on the side. This is perfect for those who want to dip in and 
out of the moguls. Careful though, they don’t always groom 
a lane in the middle. This can get windblown sometimes.

anDY’s RaTInG

This is named after Erich Windisch, (1918-2007), 
a longtime ski instructor at Vail, a great ski racer  
and ski jumper. He was famous for many reasons,  
including improving the technique of ski jumping on 
snow, waterski jumping, and snow skiing turning.  
He was a longtime member of PSIA (ski instruction) 
and was a master racer with many wins...
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RaTInG avERaGE: 15-82
TIME: 8 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 15-83
TIME: 8 MIn

The Born Free Express #8 lift is a fast, high speed quad, that 
takes you out of the Lionshead, Vail Square area and takes you to 
the three quarter point, up Vail Mountain. From here you have lots 
of choices, for all abilities. Sometimes, especially in the mornings 
and all day on the weekends, you’ll find this very busy. The line 
goes fast though and this maybe a better choice than the Eagle 
Bahn Express when crowded. Take the singles line, it’s faster most 
of the time.

bORn FREE ExpREss™ #8 1593' vERTICal 
RIsE

The Avanti Express Lift #2 is a great, fast lift that gets alot of use 
but offers up all sorts of different terrain. You could bring a family 
of four here, all with different abilities, and all will enjoy this 
multifaceted area. This is can get crowded as some of the bottom 
chairs, as this is a high traffic area. There are plenty of different 
choices here and you can work your way up my rating system by 
choosing trails off of this. You could spend an hour or more here, 
progressing from greens, to blues, to blacks here.

avanTI ExpREss™ lIFT #2 1465' vERTICal 
RIsE

NEVER GROOMED
60

zOT

 Zot is a short black off of the Mountaintop Express 
Lift #4 that usually has moguls and a pretty steep pitch. If 
you enjoy this, you can do it many times in an hour as this 
is a very fast lift. However, this lift can be busy, so that may 
not be the best idea on a busy day. This is a pretty good 
place to see if a strong intermediate can handle bumps, 
terrain changes, and steeper pitches before bringing them 
to the Back Bowls and beyond. This is comparable to the 
terrain found in the back but much shorter.  Can get icy 
and scraped off when low on new snow, along with some 
exposed rocks.

This is named for the bolts of lightning 
(labeled Zot) in the comic strip, B.C.
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RaTInG avERaGE: 9
TIME: 4 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 12-84
TIME: 8 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 12-82
TIME: 8 MIn

Game Creek Bowl is a great area served by this lift, the Game 
Creek Express #7. This is a super area for the intermediate and 
up and has many options, all ending at the gully at the bottom of 
Showboat to take you to the lift. You can see the whole bowl from 
this lift so you can decide where to go while riding up it. Take 
the Game Trail from one of the trails near Eagle’s Nest to access 
this chair from the bottom. You can also access this from the top 
of Chair #3, the Wildwood Express; or Chair #2, The Avanti 
Express Chair.  All the runs on the west side (skier’s left) are a lot 
easier than the ones on the opposite side, so if you are not sure, 
start left first. This is great for the family with different abilities, as 
some can go left and some right and all meet at the bottom. There 
are two sides to the lift so pay attention to this when crowded. 
Note you cannot ski out of here, you must take the lift to get out.

GaME CREEK ExpREss™ #7 1180' vERTICal 
RIsE

The Eagle Bahn Gondola #19 is Vails flagship lift and holds eight 
people comfortably in an enclosed cabin. This takes you out of the 
Lionshead base area, a major starting point for many. Check out the 
great views with the large windows looking out in all directions as 
you go up without having to deal directly with the outside weather. 
This can have large lines most of the time though. Almost always 
busy in the morning, this can be busy all day on crowded days. This 
lift brings you up to the Eagle’s Nest area on the far west side of the 
front of Vail mountain and can get you to many areas. You could go 
directly to Game Creek from here which can get you to the backside, 
or stay in front for the many trails on the west side. This is great when 
not busy and will keep you warm!

EaGlE baHn GOnDOla™ #19 2204' vERTICal 
RIsE

The Cascade Village Lift is a seldom used lift far to the west of anything 
at Vail. This is mostly for the people staying at Cascade Village but 
when in Vail you should see it all. The only way to get here is Cascade 
Way (legally) and this is a cat road type green. The terrain underneath 
is mostly Wildlife Habitat and is closed to the public but is pretty none 
the less. Great views going toward North and West abound here. 
Note that the chair has a center partition which would hurt if sat on. 
Also, you can download this chair at the end of the day for an easier 
way to get to the Cascade Village area.

CasCaDE vIllaGE lIFT #20 1278' vERTICal 
RIsE

Look for more of Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides for  
Arapahoe Baasin, Breckenridge, Keystone,  

and Copper Mountain ski areas at  
www.andysskiandrideguides.com.
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RaTInG avERaGE: 12-55
TIME: 3 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 21-85
TIME: 8 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 15-83
TIME: 8 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 12
TIME: 2 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 15-83
TIME: 4 MIn

This is a very short carpet lift in the Coyote Crossing learning 
area. This is for the Vail Ski School only.

This is a carpet lift in the Golden Peak, Gopher Hill learning area 
and is for the Vail Ski School only. Some call this Elvis Bahn.

lIFT 18

lIFT 25

20' vERTICal 
RIsE

55' vERTICal 
RIsE

This is a very short lift in the Coyote Crossing learning area. This 
is really for beginners only as it really flat and would be boring 
to all but the first day beginner. The very bottom has a slightly 
steeper pitch so beginners should be aware of this.

lITTlE EaGlE #15 111' vERTICal 
RIsE

The Highline Express #10 lift is a great addition to Vail’s lift arsenal. 
This is a high speed quad that replaced a very slow lift that was so 
slow it was painful to ride. This is almost too fast if you are doing 
the bump runs around here, as you’d like more time to rest. The 
views of the Gore Range are great here, and the stands of aspens at 
the bottom are some of the prettiest anywhere. You can access The  
Sourdough Express #14 or the Northwoods Express #11 from here.

HIGHlInE ExpREss™ #10 1762' vERTICal 
RIsE

Gopher Hill #12 is a short and slow two person chair lift that is 
great for learning but will get boring after a short time for the quick 
learner. This is perfect for the first day beginner to learn how to stop 
and turn but most will enjoy the longer beginner runs up on the top of 
the mountain once they have solid turning and stopping skills. There 
are usually many people here learning, with ski school and others, 
so this can get quite busy.

GOpHER HIll #12 146' vERTICal 
RIsE
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RaTInG avERaGE: 12-84
TIME: 6 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 28-91
TIME: 7 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 29
TIME: 3 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 12
TIME: 2 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 28-91
TIME: 5 MIn

The Northwoods Express #11 lift is a high speed quad that takes 
you to many intermediate and above trails in a quick fashion. 
Wide open blues and some very hard blacks are found off this 
great chair. The ride up takes a look at many of the hard blacks 
in this area but there are many other options other than these. This 
can get busy as people make their way up the mountain in the 
morning and making their way down in the afternoon. Note that 
there are two sides to this lift and sometimes one side is busier 
than the other. There are singles lines on each side which can be 
a great option when crowded.

nORTHWOODs ExpREss™ #11 1544' vERTICal 
RIsE

The Pride Express Lift #26 is a short and quick high speed quad 
over on the west side of the front side of Vail Mountain. This has 
many different runs underneath it that cover all abilities. This is not 
as busy as the bottom of the mountain and is a good way to stay 
away from the bottom if crowded. This can get crowded but not 
always. This takes you up to the Eagle’s Nest area and that has 
many options for everyone.

pRIDE ExpREss™ lIFT #26 1202' vERTICal 
RIsE

This is a carpet lift in the Coyote Crossing learning area.

The Mountaintop Express #4 is a high speed quad that takes you 
from Mid Vail up to the Patrol Headquarters part of the top. This is 
always crowded (ok maybe not always) and should be avoided on 
busy days. Remember there are two entrances and that can save you 
time if you are cognizant. (I know, big word for a ski bum). This takes 
you to the Back Bowls and Blue Sky Basin as well as many front side 
trails. This lift is a major feeder to many parts of Vail and that’s why it’s 
always crowded. The singles line is also a good alternative. 

lIFT 35

MOUnTaInTOp ExpREss™ #4

20' vERTICal 
RIsE

1101' vERTICal 
RIsE

This is a poma for the race area/Nastar area.

lIFT 27 401' vERTICal 
RIsE
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RaTInG avERaGE: 12-88
TIME: 9 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 22-82
TIME: 4 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 22-42
TIME: 5 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 22-79
TIME: 9 MIn

The Wildwood Express #3 is a fast and short quad that takes you 
from the middle of the main mountain up to the top. Many options 
can be found off this including green, blue, black options for all. 
Head over to Game Creek Bowl, head back to Sun Down Bowl, 
or enjoy the front side off this versatile chair lift. This, however, can 
get very busy and the lines very long, especially in midmorning 
as many make their way up through here. There are two sides to 
the maze, so try to pick the side with a shorter lift line and utilize 
the singles line when the mazes are full.

This is one of the busiest chairs at Vail and sometimes in the  
morning can have very long lines. But as everyone makes their 
way up to the bowls and backsides of Vail, this quiets down and 
can be a great way to enjoy many runs off of a fast quad chair 
lift. Every type of trail from easy greens, cruising’ blues, steeper 
blacks and even double blacks can be assessed off this chair. 
You can use this also to get to chairs 3 and 4 to get to the top or 
to get to the Mid Vail restaurant area.

The Sourdough Express #14 is a beginner lift off of the east side 
of the upper part of Vail Mountain. This is a great place to bring 
second day beginner and up as it is not nearly as crowded as the 
other beginner trails at the bottom and west of here. Three good trails 
to work on your stopping and turning skills are found here and this 
high speed quad to take you up over and over again. This can get 
crowded and there is usually a lot of activity through these trails at 
the end of the day as people start making their way back down to 
the bottom.

The Riva Bahn Express Chair #6 is a fast, high speed quad that gets 
you out of the Golden Peak area. You can take this to the midstation 
off load for access to the terrain park, or take it to the top which is 
about halfway up the west side of Vail Mountain. From there you can 
get to the Northwoods Express Lift #11 or the Highline Express Lift 
#10. You could also traverse out using Brisk Walk but you probably 
don’t want to do that, especially if you are riding a snowboard. This 
is a nicer alternative when the bottom lifts are very busy as this is  
usually not as busy. This can be busy in the morning though.

vIsTa baHn ExpREss™ #16 1997' vERTICal 
RIsE

WIlDWOOD ExpREss™ #3 833' vERTICal 
RIsEsOURDOUGH ExpREss™ #14 516' vERTICal 

RIsE

RIva baHn ExpREss™ #6 1530' vERTICal 
RIsE
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77
 Campbells is a nice black with a huge open feel 
to it. It heads down to the bottom of the Sun Up Lift #17 
and usually has many moguls...or hopefully for you a 
massive field of powder. Not many trees if any are 
found here and there is no way out if this isn’t your cup 
of tea. Ends right at the lift to take you up. You could 
also continue down to Chair 5 if this is too crowded 
but know Chair 5 might be crowded also.

 Chicken Yard is a steep and challenging bottom 
section after skiing or riding Apres Vous. This is a trail 
that comes to a rock choke in the middle with an almost 
mandatory rock jump in the middle. The landing is kind 
of flat and it’s pretty big unless you slide in the middle or 
go around. Not for the timid. The aspens are beautiful 
on both sides of this short but steep expert trail. Go 
around unless you are accomplished.

 This is a large area in Siberia Bowl with a consistent  
blue pitch and lots of trees. I think they call it a black 
because it’s harder than the other blue trails in this area 
and rarely sees a grooming machine. This is a super place 
for powder and some open tree skiing. Watch out when 
the sun hits this as it can turn to crud and makes a long trip 
down to Silk Road.

 Apres Vous is a huge area in Sun Up bowl that has 
hundreds of different lines and is a great place for powder. 
This can get windblown and crusty with sunshine or lack 
of snow, but when there is new snow, this will give the 
advanced intermediate and up a great taste of powder. 
This immense area has a nice pitch to it in the open part at 
the top and middle and gets a little steeper as you get to 
the choke at the end. The choke is a lot narrower and most 
likely will have moguls side to side. This ends on the Sun 
Up Catwalk and brings you back to the High Noon Lift 
#5. The right side of the choke usually has better snow.

CaMpbElls

CHICKEn YaRDbOlsHOI ballROOM

apREs vOUs

This was named for Don Campbell of the 
US Forest Service, Vails first snow ranger.
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 Cow’s Face is a medium steep mogul field that 
is on the skier’s right side of Sun Up Bowl. This has a 
right cant to it so it can have some strange moguls, and 
it faces the sun so it can get a little cruddy at times. You 
have to pay attention at the end if you want to get to 
the Sun Up Lift #17, as a traverse would be needed. If 
not you’ll end up at the High Noon Lift #5.

 Dragon’s Teeth is a great cornice area with lots 
of rocks to jump off and a rolling pitch. This starts off 
with a small cornice (depending on wind and snow this 
can bet bigger) and a steep short pitch. There are some 
rocks here but more to come after a short flattening 
out section. This is a great place to take rock jumping  
pictures but you should inspect before jumping and be 
sure that you know what you are doing. Many people 
get hurt when exhibiting a little Kodak courage!

68
 Chopstix is a nice open trail in the China Bowl area 
that has just a few trees and a very open feel. They usually 
groom a strip or three down this every day and it’s a great 
intermediate cruiser that you can let ‘em rip. Of course, 
watch out for others as this can be a crowded area. This 
has a couple hundred yards of vertical and then joins up 
with Poppyfield’s for the crowded and flat traverse back to 
the Orient Express #21 lift or to Silk Road and the chairs 
off of that.

42

 China Bowl is a huge open area that is one of 
the most famous bowls in all of skiing and snowboarding. 
The middle of the bowl is almost treeless with lots of  
different pitches; some groomed, some not. This is a great 
place for blue groomed runs, blue powder areas and a 
few blue mogul pitches. Intermediate heaven some would 
say. There are also some blacks off of here so this has it 
all!  All this is accessed by the Orient Express for repeating 
or by many other chairs that get you over to here. Please 
see each individual trails for more info. 

COW’s FaCE

DRaGOn’s TEETH
CHOpsTIx

CHIna bOWl

A tree cutter once described a Loveland Basin run as 
“steeper than a cow’s face” Vail founder Pete Seibert, 
then manager at Loveland, remembered the description 
and applied it to this trail at his new ski area.
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 Gorky Park is a huge wide open area in Siberia 
Bowl that is the easiest and flattest in this area. Open 
bowl skiing and riding with a gully type feel is what 
you’ll find here. A few sparse trees can be found here 
but mostly this is wide open. Great place for those just 
learning powder but be careful, you might find crud 
here since this gets a lot of sun. There will be some 
moguls and weird gully spots but mostly open pitches. 
This has a nice backcountry feel.

61

NEVER GROOMED

 Ghengis Khan’s first turn is probably the most 
intimidating as it is a cornice drop that can be quite 
high depending on snow depths and wind conditions; 
and it drops you into a large steep mogul field! Bring a 
little speed into this and you’ll fly! Make sure you have 
a camera to record the carnage! You can slide your 
way into this but may get booed from above as this 
goes right below the Tea Cup Express Lift (#36). This 
usually has good snow on it as it sluffs over the cornice 
but on spring days you might need it to warm up some. 
The rest of the run is a relentless field of consistent 
moguls so stay away if you don’t like a huge field  
of bumps!

81

GORKY paRK

GHEnGIs KHan

57

FOREvER

EMpEROR’s CHOICE

OCCS . GROOMEDanDY’s RaTInG
75
 I only have a small paragraph to describe one of the 
best pitches or areas of Vail. This is a huge open field of 
snow that is awesome on a powder day for the advanced 
intermediate and up that likes a consistent fall line and 
a long field of snow. Can get windblown and crusty but 
most of the time, awesome.

 Emperor’s Choice starts off as a feeder to the great 
runs off of the skier’s right of China Bowl. You’ll find Jade 
Glade, Genghis Khan and Sweet N Sour off this flat part 
with big cornices to challenge you. Then the trail rolls over 
to be a wide open and fun black that is not as challenging 
as the trails off of it. This can get a tad windblown since it’s 
so open but most of the time it’s a fun trail. You’ll be under 
the Tea Cup Express #36 above you most of the way so 
make good turns to entertain the chair riders above you!

When Vail pioneer and lodge/restaurant/shop owner Pepi 
Gramshammer first skied this run with Pete Seibert in 1961 
while being recruited to move to Vail, he had to climb back 
out because the lift would not be built until the following 
summer. When he finally made his way to the top he was 
tired but ecstatic and remarked to a waiting Bob Parker, ‘By 
Gott, dot’s a super slope! But it takes foreffer to climb out!’
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69

74
NEVER GROOMED

 Jade Glade is an excellent trail for the advanced 
from the top of the Tea Cup Express (#26). It offers a 
consistent steeper pitch with lots of moguls and a few 
tree islands. They usually groom a strip of corduroy 
down this for those who want to dip in and out of the 
moguls. On a powder day the rider or skier will love this 
long run with plenty of face shots. There are not many 
trees here so calling this a glade is a misnomer. There 
are a couple rocks to jump off up top for photographs. 

 Marmot Valley is a section in the Tea Cup Bowl 
area that has all sorts of personality with a pretty easy 
pitch for a black. The thing is, it has weird pitches, 
rocks and gullies that keep you on your toes the whole 
way. Most of the rocks have flat landings, the moguls 
are usually not rhythmic, and the snow scraped off;  
but this still can be fun! This is a faster (for some) way 
to the bottom of The Tea Cup Express #36 or the  
Skyline Express #37 but most will like it better if they 
go around!

 Inner Mongolia Bowl is a very large area way on 
the east side past China and Siberia Bowls that you need 
to take the Mongolia poma #22 to get to. It’s worth it on 
a powder day or even days after as many don’t make the  
effort to get here. This has a nice intermediate and up 
pitch to it with rolls, and tree islands. This can be difficult 
though since it faces south and gets a lot of exposure to 
the sun. It can be a huge long field of crud! Also, another 
trade off is that the run out at the end is long and flat as it 
joins Silk Road. Be aware snow boarders!

 Head Wall is a nice consistent pitch coming off 
Sleepytime on the traverse over towards China Bowl and 
beyond. Fly off the cornice to open bowl skiing with a 
perfect intermediate pitch. They groom a stripe down here 
sometimes, and you’ll find powder areas also. Small rocks 
and a cornice for good photos.

jaDE GlaDE

MaRMOT vallEYInnER MOnGOlIa bOWl

HEaD Wall
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71 68
 Morning Thunder is the skier’s right side of Tea 
Cup Bowl and although pretty short, has great black 
lines and hopefully fresh powder if that’s what you like. 
Most people drop in sooner, so this can last longer 
than other trails on a powder day, and because of it’s 
exposure, it’s snow usually stays nicer here. There is a 
slight cant to some of this trail which can give it some 
weird bumps when they start to appear. 

 Never is one of the farthest trails down Ptarmigan 
Ridge on the skier’s right side of Sundown Bowl. This is 
a steeper and treed section of the bowl that you need to 
work to get to (traverse wise). You’ll be rewarded though, 
as open shots and tree glades await the advanced 
skier or rider. I love aspen trees as they don’t have that 
many branches to knock you down and the snow it great 
between them. Do watch out at the end when you hit 
Sundown Catwalk for other people.

 Morning Side Ridge is a great open pitch with 
usually lots of moguls, or powder, depending on recent 
snows. This is found right off the top of the Wildwood 
Express #3 lift and is a great way to drop in to some  
powder early on a powder day. This will get alot of  
people on it as the day goes on, and bumps up rather 
quickly. This has a pretty steep pitch to it, rolling it’s way 
down with moguls and pitch changes. The end has some 
tree glades before it joins the Sundown Catwalk to get you 
back to the bottom of the High Noon Lift #5.

 Milt’s Face is a short and steep run in Sun Up Bowl 
that is fun and challenging for many. This is great when 
you are one of the first on a powder day, or as a moguled 
trail after that. This is wide open with a few tree glades 
and joins up with The Slot quickly for a gully type trail 
from there. Snow blows over from Sun Down Bowl and 
“resurfaces” this on windy days.

MORnInG THUnDER

nEvERMORnInG sIDE RIDGE

MIlT’s FaCE

Milt Wiley, Assistant Ski Patrol leader in 1962, was 
particularly fond of this run on the west side of Sun 
Up Bowl.
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OvER YOnDER

ORIEnT ExpREss

O.s. OUTER MOnGOlIa bOWl

 Outer Mongolia Bowl is a neat area of Vail that 
doesn’t get much traffic and can be awesome some 
days and not so good others. Great views abound 
here, with Copper Mt. and the continental divide. They 
say that this is seven miles away from the top of Eagle’s 
Nest. This requires some traversing to get here and this 
means many won’t do it. It’s totally worth it on a powder 
day though and even days after a storm. The terrain 
itself is blue and up with trees, and open pitches of  
powder. It faces south though and gets a lot of sun 
which can make it a big field of crud. The farther you go 
east the shorter the run but the more chance of powder. 
The run out is also very flat and very, very long.

 Over Yonder is so far over that it does not get the 
same amount of traffic that the other trails in this area 
do. Plus, it’s the most difficult of the trails in this area 
so most go elsewhere. This has many trees, some with  
mogul fields, some wider open and almost always good 
snow as it faces north and gets less sun than all the 
other trails here. It’s also a tad steeper here, making for 
a good challenge for most. Keep heading left and you’ll 
find even tighter trees and hopefully untouched powder. 

 Orient Express is kind of a pain to get here and 
because of that this can be great. Walk up the 100 yard 
hill after the long flat to get to the gate and then bear 
right. You will find a wide open black with rocks, some 
windlips, tree areas, moguls, and open fields of snow. 
Can be powder or crud depending on the sun. Great and 
open powder field with lots of personality, definately worth 
it when the conditions are right.

 O.S. is the farthest trail on the skier’s right of 
Sundown Bowl, and has a huge stand of aspen and little 
open corridors to ski or ride through. This is harder to get 
to and most people will drop in earlier, but that’s why it’s 
worth it. This is shorter than any of the other runs also but 
it has a nice medium steep pitch to it and lots of trees. The 
name comes from when you went here and went to far, 
you had to climb back up to the lift and thus you would say 
to yourself or whoever, oh, s**t. I’ve heard other stories 
but you get the jist of it.
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 Poppyfield’s East is the skier’s left flank of China Bowl 
and is a nice easy and open blue. They usually groom a 
couple stripes down here but there are also sections that 
they don’t groom. This is excellent on a powder day or the 
day after as you can go into the powder and enjoy it or 
if you are not, you can just go back to the groomed part. 
The groomed part is a fun cruiser that has no trees and the 
only thing you need to watch out for are other skiers and 
riders. There are some tree glades on either side to play in 
but not as much as Shangri-La , the next one over. This is 
less steep then Poppyfield’s West.

 Poppyfields is the runout gully in China Bowl and 
is easy but there are always lots of people coming off of 
numerous runs that have to take this trail to the bottom. This 
takes you to the bottom of the Orient Express, or you could 
continue on Silk Road to the Tea Cup Express #36 or the 
Skyline Express #37. This is a great place to bring your 
first day bowl adventurer.

pOppYFIElD’s EasT

pOppYFIElDs
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 Rasputin’s Revenge requires you to walk uphill to 
get here but for the advanced and up it’s worth it. Take 
a picture next to the wooden Rasputin sculpture before 
you embark down this steep and somewhat open 
pitch. I mean somewhat because there are two sets of 
rockbands, a cornice and some sparse trees to keep 
you on your toes. Great hucking on the right day and 
great powder when it hasn’t been sunny. This can be a 
big field of crud when it has been sunny so watch out!

 Red Square is an open steeper area in Siberia 
Bowl that you have to walk a little to get to. It starts off 
with a cornice that can build up big with big winds and 
you land in a steeper pitch with wide open powder  
skiing or riding. This has an angled cant to it that makes 
for weird moguls sometimes, and gets a lot of sun so it 
can have crud. Hopefully it’s powder and you are one 
of the first here for faceshots galore. There are some 
rock bands here to huck, if you are good and smart...

 Ptarmigan Ridge is a traverse on Sundown Bowl 
that takes you to all the trails on the skier’s right hand side. 
This is basically a cat track type trail but thinner with a 
couple smaller pitches but basically a trail that gets you 
to other trails. This can be somewhat of a rollercoaster 
depending on recent snows. You’ll find many great trails 
are off of here so look them up individually. The traverse 
itself is a 35 on my scale but it brings you too much harder 
trails so please be aware of that.

 Poppyfield’s West is the harder of the three 
Poppyfields but is still a middle of the road blue in China 
Bowl. Just like Poppyfields East, they usually groom a bit 
of this, and not groom the rest. This is great for families, 
as some who like the groomed part can stay on that, and 
those who like the powder or nongroomed parts can do 
that. Watch out for others at the end of this as many other 
trails come together here. 

RaspUTIn’s REvEnGE

RED sqUaREpTaRMIGan RIDGE

pOppYFIElD’s WEsT
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sElDOM

sHanGRI-la

RICKY’s RIDGE

RED zInGER

 Seldom is a large area on the right flank of  
Sundown Bowl that has a lot of character. This is pretty 
steep and has some trees and rocks to deal with. There 
are some open lines here also. This has great powder 
on a snowy day and even on sunny days the snow stays 
a little better than most of the other trails in this area. 
There are a few large rocks to huck off if you are into 
that kind of thing. You should definitely inspect these 
before hucking and have a photographer in place to 
record your heroics! Look before you leap!

 Shangri-La is a fun trail that comes from the  
skier’s left side of the Orient Express Lift #21 and ends 
up at the end of Poppyfields. This starts off open but 
then becomes a tree and moguled area unless they’ve 
groomed it. Occasionally they groom it and it’s an  
excellent cruiser but most of the time it’s a mogulled tree 
experience. The trees here are old and big so there 
are wide open corridors though out. This would be the 
harder part of China Bowl.

 Off of Ptarmigan Ridge in Sun Down Bowl, Ricky’s 
Ridge is an open, steep and usually moguled area that 
is great on a powder day and is usually nicer than many 
other areas in this bowl. The snow blows in here great, 
and this doesn’t get as much sun as elsewhere. Thus the 
snow stays nicer here. This has lots of character, with  
multiple pitches, moguls and open fields of snow. There 
are little tree glades at the end.

 Red Zinger is the main part of Tea Cup Bowl and 
has many lines down it. Most of this area has wide open 
bowl skiing that is usually great as the preVailing (hehe) 
winds dump snow in here from Sun Up bowl. There are 
some tree glades here and some moguls sometime, but 
most of the time it’s great open bowl skiing and riding.

72

83

81

Named for Ricky Andermatten, from Zermatt, 
Switzerland, one of Vail’s first ski instructors.
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 Silk Road is a long and flat traversing work road 
type of trail that starts at the top of the Orient Express 
and goes all the way to the bottom with a short lift ride 
on the Mongolia lift included. It is quite flat and many 
times you may have to pole or in the snow boarders 
case, take off your board. It goes to the far eastern side 
of Outer Mongolia Bowl and comes back all the way 
down to the bottom of The Orient Express #21 and 
even to the bottom of the Tea Cup Express #36 and 
Skyline Express #37. Most use this as a feeder trail to 
get to all the great trails off of this. Not many people just 
ski or ride this trail from beginning to end as this would 
be long and flat and might take you an hour!

 Siberia Bowl is the next bowl over from China 
Bowl and is a little harder. The trails here are not groomed 
as much if ever, and the terrain is steeper. You can find 
large expanses of powder here, as well as sparse tree 
glades and even some rock bands. Sometimes the snow 
can get cruddy here, as most of this faces south and  
can get sun baked. Please see each individual trail for 
more information.

 These glades are great because they are evenly 
spaced and have large trees; which leave large spaces 
between them. There are tighter spots here but most are 
open compared to a lot of tree glades that are tight. This 
gets a lot of use though, so sometimes there are even 
moguls between the trees. Good place to find powder and 
a little steeper pitch than most of China Bowl.

sIlK ROaD

sIbERIa bOWl

sHanGRI-la GlaDEs
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Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides are now available on  
your mobile device. Visit www.andysmobile.mobi.
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 Sun Up Bowl is one of the best areas at Vail 
for powder and open bowl skiing and riding. The trails 
here are steeper that China and Siberia bowls and more 
challenging. There are many choices off of here, none of 
which are green or blue. The trails on the skier’s right are 
open bowl skiing while on the skiers left have some trees 
to deal with. Find powder here or crud in the spring when 
you will need some sunshine to warm it up. Please go to 
each individual trail to find out more information on this 
huge and great area.

sUn Up bOWl
OCCS . GROOMED

45-86
anDY’s RaTInG
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slEEpYTIME

 Sleepytime is a blue run that’s first pitch is steep and 
very crowded.  Head to the right where there is a groomed 
part for the first pitch that is not as steep.  Then it becomes 
very flat and is a major feeder to all the back bowls.  You’ll 
encounter many people here and stay to the right if you are 
not the fastest.  After a very long traverse this heads down 
Sun Up Bowl in an easier fashion than all the other runs in 
this area but this can still have some teeth, especially for the 
weaker intermediate and less.  This goes all the way down 
to the bottom of the Orient Express Lift #21.

anDY’s RaTInG OCCS . GROOMED
45 ANDY'S SKI&RIDE GUIDES

Andy’s Ski & Ride Guides  
are now available on your 
mobile device:

www.andysmobile.mobi

Mobile Edition
ANDY'S SKI&RIDE GUIDES

Navigation quick-links on every page give you  
one-click access to information on all of the slopes 
and lifts for Arapahoe Basin, Breckenridge, Copper 
Mountain, Keystone and Vail.
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 Sundown Catwalk is the bottom of many trails 
in the Sundown Bowl. This is relatively flat and winds 
around until you get to the High Noon Lift #5. Watch 
out for many people here as almost every pitch in the 
area ends on this catwalk and sometimes people are 
going very fast! Let’s all get along people!

 Sweet N Sour is the area after you ski down 
from the top of the Tea Cup Express#36 lift or the Sun 
Up #17 lift and you go by Jade Glade and Genghis 
Khan. This is shorter than the aforementioned and 
doesn’t have a huge cornice to jump off. This is not 
easy however, with a nice black pitch and a huge 
open field of snow. This will most likely have moguls 
but it can be untouched powder if you’re here early 
enough on a powder day. Ends quickly though onto 
the Poppyfields flat traverse to take you to the Orient 
Express #21 or beyond. Check the grooming report as 
this is easier when groomed, but also really fun when 
not depending on the conditions and what you like to 
ski or ride.

 The Sundown Bowl is a great area at Vail that 
is one of the huge bowls everyone talks about. This has 
many black pitches off of it, with no greens or blues. You’ll 
find mostly open consistent pitches here with very little trees 
until the bottom. Rock bands for daring people to jump off, 
moguls and gullies are also found here. You may have 
to wait for the sun on spring days as this gets lots of sun 
and can get cruddy. Great place for strong intermediates 
and up on a powder day!

 Sun Up Catwalk is a flat traverse work road type 
trail that goes from the bottom of the Sun Up Lift #17 to the 
bottom of the High Noon #5 lift. On a powder day, this 
can be very busy as many make this their first run. This is 
very flat and boring but serves a great purpose; bringing 
you back to a lift! Watch out as others come flying off the 
fun blacks in this area... that’s it...

3535
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 Wow starts off thin and narrow for fifty yards 
and then it opens up to a huge bowl that you might 
actually say “Wow” the first time you see it. Snow can 
blow over here depending on the prevailing winds and 
this may be great. Or it can blow off of this open area 
into the next bowl. Regardless, this is a consistent black 
pitch that is wide open and huge, giving you many 
lines or choices that seem to go on forever... Wow!

 Windows starts off with some tight trees that have 
great corridors through them if you like that sort of thing. 
There can be some fun air as you finish the trees into an 
open area. The rest of the trail is a big open field of snow 
that sometimes is great and sometimes can be a little  
windblown. It all depends on the weather that week 
and hopefully you’ll find soft, bottomless, Colorado 
champagne powder! Go right and you’ll hit a gully, go 
left for a longer run but eventually you’ll hit the Sundown 
Catwalk for the trip down to the bottom of Chair 5.

81

WOW

WInDOWs

NEVER GROOMED

WIDGE’s RIDGE

TEa CUp bOWl

 Widge’s Ridge is a short tangent in the Sundown 
Bowl area that is a little steeper than most around  
here and comes quickly into a large tree stand. Little 
corridors will get you through this before you join up with 
the bottom of Seldom that brings you to the Sundown  
Catwalk. You can find powder here when it’s tracked out 
elsewhere sometimes.

 Tea Cup Bowl is a kind of hidden bowl between 
Sun Up Bowl and China Bowl. It seems many drop in to 
the other areas and forgo this one and they are making 
a mistake. Many of the Celestial Seasoning Tea trails are 
here and all have challenge, powder and fun for you; that 
is if you are an advanced intermediate and up and like 
ungroomed terrain. This is mostly open but there are tree 
glades and other terrain features to keep you on your toes. 
Please see each individual trails for more information.

72

84

For Alice “Widge” Ferguson, an early Back Bowls 
fan from Denver, who always seemed to bring snow 
with her when she came to Vail.

i Make sure you read and understand the disclaimer 
on page 6 and be safe out there on the slopes...  
and the parking lot!
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RaTInG avERaGE: 32-74
TIME: 4 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 75-84
TIME: 11 MIn

The Mongolia lift #22 is a single person poma that you put  
between your legs and it pulls you up. For those who have never 
ridden one of these, it can be a little weird. Don’t sit on it, let it 
pull you up with good balance on your part. Snow boarders may 
have a harder time with this. The terrain off of this is usually great, 
unless there has been a lot of sun and no new snow; then you’ll 
find big fields of crud. The farther you go down Silk Road at the 
top, the more chance you will find powder, if that’s what you are 
looking for. The line can get long here as the lift only handles one 
person at a time.

MOnGOlIa #22 312' vERTICal 
RIsE

The High Noon Lift #5 is a slow three person lift coming out 
of Sun Down Bowl that is an old time lift. It’s slow and can get 
crowded, especially on a powder day. This gets you up to the 
Patrol Headquarters area near Chairs #4 and #11. There is a 
huge amount of advanced terrain under here and you can watch 
people getting huge faceshots down this open powder fields area. 
You’ll wish it’s faster as people are whooping it up underneath 
you!  Great place to go when it’s not busy and the powder is 
great! The world famous Panty Tree is here but remember, littering 
in the National Forest is a $500 fine!

HIGH nOOn #5 1857' vERTICal 
RIsE

75
 Yonder is the black that you come to on  
Sleepytime right as you go under the Sun Up Lift #17. This 
has a nice consistent pitch and usually has a groomed 
part to it. Make good turns here, as many are watching 
and rating your performance! Intermediates will be 
challenged and all others will enjoy this fun and steady 
pitch that almost always has better snow than the other 
earlier pitches that most jump into before coming here.

 Yonder Gully is a very large open area of skiing 
and riding that is off of Sleepytime in the Sun Up Bowl. 
Many hop in before this but I think this is better. The pitch 
is consistent and a mellow black that the intermediate 
can handle as long as he or she likes open bowl sliding.  
Frequently they groom a couple of stripes down this to 
give you even carpet of goodness for you to show off your  
carving abilities! Or you pop off the groomed and try your 
luck in the powder or some bumps that can pop here; 
either way this has some great terrain!

78
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RaTInG avERaGE: 0
TIME: 2 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 57-83
TIME: 6 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 57-83
TIME: 8 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 37-84
TIME: 8 MIn

Wapati #24 is a poma who’s only purpose is to save you from 
walking or poling in the ultra flat spot near Two Elk Lodge. Grab 
the poma and put it between your legs, and don’t sit down; let it 
pull you... That’s all, it’s like a ski escalator...

WapaTI #24 17' vERTICal 
RIsE

The Tea Cup Express #36 is a fast four person high speed quad 
that gets you out of the bottom of Tea Cup Bowl area or the  
bottom of Blue Sky Basin. This can get quite busy at the end of 
the day as many are making their way back after battling the 
back bowls. Most of the time the lines here goes pretty quick so 
you can make repeated runs here. This can get crowded as all 
the runs around here and even all the way east (Mongolia Bowls) 
end up here, eventually. Sometimes this stops for long periods of 
times as the ski patrol get hurt people out by strapping them to this 
lift which takes a long time. Hopefully it’s not you...

TEa CUp ExpREss™ #36 1666' vERTICal 
RIsE

The Sun Up lift #17 is a slow three person lift that gets you to the 
top of Sun Up Bowl or over towards China Bowl. This will get busy 
especially on a powder day early; remember that there are two side 
to it and you’ll probably want to be on the other side. Get great turns 
off of this if you are an advanced intermediate and up especially 
in the Yonder area which usually has better snow than other areas 
because of it’s exposure.

sUn Up lIFT #17 1465' vERTICal 
RIsE

The Orient Express Lift access the China Bowl area and can get you 
over to the Mongolia Bowls. This can get crowded, especially at the 
end of the day, and the lines can get quite long. This is intermediate 
heaven, and when the lines are shorter, you can get many great runs 
in this fun area. Bring a camera, because this has some of the best 
views of the Gore Range and beyond.

ORIEnT ExpREss™ lIFT #21 1565' vERTICal 
RIsE
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CHIna spUR

 China Spur is a cut off that gets you over to  
China Bowl via the Orient Express #21 lift. This is really 
flat and should only be used by good traversers. You 
go over a pretty bridge but it’s so flat that it may not be 
worth the effort. Only take this is you really need to get 
to the Orient Express #21...

ClOUD 9

 Cloud 9 goes from the top of the Skyline Express 
#37 or Earl’s Express #38 and is the traverse that takes 
you to Big Rock Park and other trails in this area. This 
is a steeper traverse than most but is the easiest way 
down if you made a mistake by being over here. Many 
great tree lines through Scree Field and beyond are off 
of here. This traverse stays flat at the end and doubles 
back so it’s pretty easy for most. Joins Big Rock Park for 
a most likely groomed trip to the bottom.

 Champagne Glade is one of the best areas in Blue 
Sky Basin for the advanced skier or rider. The farther left 
you go the tighter the trees, so if that’s what you enjoy, 
go left. If more wide open is what you prefer, bear right. 
There is always good snow here with some moguls and 
small trees. This is one of my favorite areas at Vail since 
the snow is always good, and powder easy to find; even 
when there hasn’t been any in a while. Snowboarders 
should bear right nearing the end as to not have to walk 
out or have a difficult traverse to the Earl’s Express Lift... 

CHaMpaGnE GlaDE

bIG ROCK paRK

 Big Rock Park is one of my favorite sections of Pete’s 
Bowl. Coming off Cloud 9, this section is heavily treed, 
but there are corridors thoughout and it’s groomed quite  
often. So this means you can cruise through the trees with 
the enjoyment of a groomed slope. And it has the steepness 
of a blue but it’s a black because of all the tree glades. Of 
course this isn’t always groomed and you should always 
ski or ride the trees with a partner. A big rock in the middle 
is what this was named for.
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 Encore is the bump run right underneath the  
Skyline Express #37 lift that is an almost endless field 
of moguls. I really hope you like moguls, because this 
goes for a long time and there is no where for you to 
go if you don’t. Some cool rocks, tree glades and huge 
moguls await the advanced intermediate and up here 
and hopefully lot’s of deep powder.

 Grand Review is one of my favorites as it’s one 
of the least travelled of the Vail trails. Found in Blue Sky 
Basin, this is usually a groomed avenue of open glades 
that you can dip in and out of. China Bowl’s madness 
is way off to the right and the first pitch ends on a 
large flat that you must keep your speed. After that, it 
wraps around to the left and gets a little steeper. Lots 
of tree islands keep you on your toes and you can hop 
into thicker glades if you like. Great place to introduce 
friends to trees skiing or riding since they can hop back 
out of the trees if they are apprehensive.

 This is the western half of Blue Sky Basin and 
this has lots of great advanced terrain to it. There are no 
green here. You will find great tree glades here, some fun 
rocks to huck on the right day, and open areas with lots of 
powder (hopefully) From tight glades to the left to aspen 
stands at the right, this has it all for the strong intermediate 
and up. Add a fast high speed quad, called Earl’s Express 
#38 and you have the making of a great area at Vail. I 
come here first on a powder day before the masses get 
here, and am rewarded with many fresh runs!

 The Divide is the right flank of the long mogul field 
that comes under and to the skier’s right of the Skyline 
Express #37 lift. As you are going up you will see this 
mogul field, which is massive. Lot’s of trees, towers, berms, 
fences, and other obstacles add to this nice consistent  
mogul pitch. Don’t come here if you don’t like moguls! 
Great tree lines also here.

GRanD REvIEW

EnCOREDIvIDE (THE)

68
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 In the Wuides is a very large area in Earl’s Bowl 
back in the Blue Sky Basin. This has a pretty consistent 
blue pitch to it and has lots of personality. Little and  
medium sized rocks for jumping off and picture taking 
can be found here as well as tree glades and open 
areas. The open areas are great for letting them run, 
while almost feeling like you are in the back country. 
They usually groom a few stripes of corduroy here for 
those who like that sort of thing. You’ll end up at the 
bottom of the Earl’s Bowl Express so you can go do it 
again... Most will love this area!

 Hornsilver is a super fun area in the Pete’s Bowl 
in Blue Sky Basin. This is a large gladed area that the 
intermediate and up will enjoy exploring as long as you 
like ungroomed tree glades and open corridors. There are 
many open areas here with straight shot down but there are 
an equal amount of tight glades that keep you turning right 
and left. It’s not very steep but very entertaining especially 
for those who love powder. Bear right if it gets too tight. 
Bear right at the end to get to Petes or take Hornsilver gully, 
a natural half pipe with lots of terrain options hits, berms 
and fun stuff like that.

 Heavy Metal is a mogul run that doesn’t get as many 
people as other trails in this area because most people 
drop in before here. This has lots of bumps, tree glades, 
and open corridors to keep the advanced intermediate and 
up satisfied. You can find great powder stashes here or 
massive moguls here. The trees in this area are good for 
the expert with nice long pitches and tight sections....

In THE WUIDEs

HORnsIlvER

HEavY METal

72

6882

Blue Sky Basin would have never become a reality 
without the guiding hand of Paul Testwuide, known 
his friends as Wuide (weed).

i

Do realize that every trail rating that I give is infinately 
argueable and will vary day by day... I try to give each 
trail an average but that number can vary by 30 either 
harder or easier depending on many variables.
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 Iron Mask’s first turn will be exciting because you 
have to drop off a cornice to get here. Sometimes it’s in  
excess of 10 feet to drop in here depending on the snow 
and wind. Of course, add some speed and you’ll be flying 
a lot further than that. When you land, it’s steep and 
hopefully deep with lots of advanced terrain here. There 
are rocks and moguls and other obstacles to keep you  
turning but this ends too quick as this is pretty short. Bring the 
camera and go big for your buddies; carefully of course.

 Little Ollie is a great powder area or a great 
bump field depending on when you get here and the 
last time it’s snowed. Many people drop in earlier than 
this trail so this can get tracked out later on a powder 
day. After that, this is a nice rolling bump field that 
starts off narrow but gets wider as you go down. 
Some rocks and cliffs to the right are small but fun for  
photographs; that is if you are good enough and smart 
enough to prescreen these before hucking. Enjoy the 
battle of the bumps here, all the way to the bottom near 
Pete’s Express.

 Kelly’s Toll Road is a work road traverse from the 
bottom of Earl’s Bowl to the Skyline Express or the Tea Cup 
Express. It is very flat with almost uphill parts and boring 
to most. You’ll come flying out on this if trying the trees of 
Montane Glade. 

IROn MasK

KEllY’s TOll ROaD

lITTlE OllIE

8186

38

Make sure you read and understand the disclaimer 
on page 6 and be safe out there on the slopes...  
and the parking lot...
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 Pete’s Bowl is the Skier’s Right of the  
Skyline Express Lift and is a massive area in Blue Sky 
Basin. This has many trails and areas in it and is one 
of the best places at Vail for powder, steeps, glades 
and moguls. Check out each individual trail for further 
descriptions. This is my favorite part of Vail and you’ll 
find all sorts of different terrain here. Bring your camera 
as this has some of the best views anywhere! 

 Montane Glade is the harder skier’s right side of 
Earl’s Bowl that has open glades and tight trees for the 
advanced rider and skier. Some big cliffs for the crazy 
jumper are located here and some fun open areas 
also. You can find powder days later if you know 
where to look and like tight trees. This can end at Earl’s 
Express or you can take the right flank into the tighter 
trees and end up on Kelly’s Toll road which will take 
you to the bottom of the Skyline Express#37 or Tea 
Cup Express.#36.

NEVER GROOMED
82

pETE’s bOWl

MOnTanE GlaDE

 Lover’s Leap is a great name for this as it is a leap 
from the cornice to the trail below. Sometimes this can be 
very big and even bigger when you bring speed into it. 
It’s important to look before you leap also as there are 
many rocks and mogul fields to deal with when you land. 
The terrain itself is some of the steepest at Vail and if you 
make a mistake you may slide all the way down to the 
bottom... This is pretty short though, but each turn is exciting 
and this is one of the best trails Vail has to offer for the 
steep and hopefully powder enthusiast. Left is definately 
easier than the earlier, or skiers right side. Also remember 
to cut left at the end of this pitch or you will get to some 
really tight trees.

87

lOvERs lEap

A Ute Indian Chief’s daughter and her lover were 
forbidden to marry so they jumped off a cliff near the 
entrance of Red Cliff, CO. Skiers and snowboarders 
taking this run will have to take a leap off of the 
cornice in a similar fashion.

i OCCS . GROOMED
45/83
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anDY’s RaTInG OCCS . GROOMED
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anDY’s RaTInG

anDY’s RaTInG NEVER GROOMED

GROOMED

anDY’s RaTInG

 A Skree Field is an area of loose rocks and this 
is what you will find here but it depends of the snow  
conditions and early season winds. The more snow the 
less rocks here; as well as the more wind the more rocks 
you’ll find. This has medium steepness and some bigger 
rocks to jump off but the more snow here the less you’ll 
find. Ends very quickly and becomes tight trees... bear to 
the right to stay out of the trees.... Some locals call these 
trees “The Luge” as there are many tight lines much like a 
bobsled run. This is the perfect place to bring a camera 
and carefully get some rock jumping pictures for those who 
are ready. Please inspect you jumps before hucking and 
always have a photographer to record your heroics. 

 Resolution is a great area in Pete’s Bowl with open 
corridors and lot’s of tree glades. This is a good spot to 
bring people first to see if they can handle the terrain here. 
There are usually lots of bumps and powder here and it’s 
occasionally groomed but not always. Look for the red 
piste markers for the main trail or meander off on your own 
finding moguls and trees and corridors of fun.

NEVER GROOMED
81

83

sKREE FIElD

REsOlUTIOn

 The Star is a super fun run in Pete’s Bowl in Blue 
Sky Basin that is usually groomed and is a beautiful 
meander through many tree glades. It’s quite pretty here 
and you can maneuver through the glades easily as 
they are spaced with plenty of room. Many runs without 
the crowds can usually be found here and it’s a great 
place to work on turns for the intermediate and up. 
Bring a camera as this has a back country feel to it.

 Steep & Deep should be called Steep and Short 
because after 15 turns at the most you are down at 
the flat part. But the 15 turns are relatively steep and 
there are many trees to throw some difficulty at you. 
I wouldn’t fall at the top because you’ll probably go 
pinballing through the trees till it flattens out and they 
will hurt. When it does get flat the trees are pretty tight 
so it’s best to traverse either left or right to more open 
glades until you get to Pete’s Express Lift...

sTEEp & DEEp

sTaR (THE)

86

68
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RaTInG avERaGE: 45-86
TIME: 8 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 68-83
TIME: 6 MIn

RaTInG avERaGE: 68-82
TIME: 5 MIn

The Skyline Express Lift #37 gets you to many of the Blue Sky 
Basin trails. In fact, you have to take this chair first to access any 
of them. This can get a little busy at the bottom but once you get 
up it’s well worth it. You will find many different options off this 
chair, as well as some of the best views anywhere. Steeps, trees, 
rocks, glades, open fields of powder, groomed corridors and 
more can be found in this huge area. This area has more terrain 
than most ski areas in the country and this lift is the central part 
of it. When it’s not busy, you can do this repeatedly with a great 
big smile on your face.

Pete’s Express Lift #39 is a wonderful lift and serves the eastern part 
of Blue Sky Basin. You’ll find most of the blues and some easier 
blacks off of here as well as great powder stashes on snowy days. 
I love the open glades of Grand Review and The Star or the tighter 
tree lines of Resolution. All the trails here offer something for the  
intermediate all the way to the expert and most of this terrain does not 
get the use many of the other Vail sections do. See individual trails 
for more info...

Earl’s Express Lift #38 is a great high speed quad that accesses the 
western part of Blue Sky Basin. This is rarely busy and has lots of 
great and varied terrain off of it. You will find open fields of powder, 
many rocks to huck off, (with proper inspection and a nice camera  
of course), tight and not so tight tree lines, mogul fields, aspen stands, 
and just plain fun. And we are talking most of the time the snow  
stays nice here, even days after fresh snow...See individual trails for 
more info....

EaRl’s ExpREss™ lIFT #38

pETE’s ExpREss™ lIFT #39

sKYlInE ExpREss™ lIFT #37 1924' vERTICal 
RIsE

1582' vERTICal 
RIsE

1357' vERTICal 
RIsE

Be Aware, Ski or Board with Care, and have fun  
out there!
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vaIl HInTs
You can download Chair 6 at the end of the day when over here...(like 
over near chair 11... highline area) and get off midway to get you back 
to Golden Peak or Vail Village..skis on.

In the spring when the bottom sucks you can download the Born Free 
Express Lift #8 to avoid the mush at the bottom...skis on.

Cheaper to park @ cascade. 

Have a plan, stay in an area and explore it as opposed to traversing 
and taking lifts and not really getting a feel for a specific area. There are 
216 trails at Vail and it would take over a week to ski or ride every one. 

Stay away from Two Elk at lunch time as there are soooo many  
people here.

When chair 11 is full and you want to get to the back bowls, go to chair 
10 and then take the Sourdough #14 chair to the back. Talk about 
front side low trails are usually spring like conditions sooner because 
of elevation

TOp 5
TOP 5 RUNS BY ABILITY EVERYONE WHO COMES TO VAIL 
SHOULD SKI WHEN HERE:

BEGINNER
Swingsville • Practice Parkway • Ramshorn • Boomer • Lost Boy

INTERMEDIATE
Lodgepole • Simba • Northwoods • In The Wuides • Grand Review

ADVANCED
Riva Ridge • Northstar • Ricky’s Ridge • Inner Mongolia Bowl 
• Champagne Glade

EXPERT
Highline • Mudslide • Prima Cornice • Lover’s Leap 
• Frontside Chutes



Service Experience Results
No pressure sales 

Free 24 hour access to MLS listings in
Summit County, Colorado

www.SummitCounty4Sale.com

Renee Apfelbeck
Broker/Owner
877-470-0918

Renee@SummitCounty4Sale.com 
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TERRaIn paRK analYsIs
The Aviator Terrain Park is a very small terrain park with smaller features. 
You will find this park off of Bwana when it hit’s the Post Road. It starts 
off with a series of smaller rails and boxes and then has some small 
jumps. Terrain parks change a lot so this is what was there most of the 
time last year. Please make sure you inspect all features first before 
riding them and have the ability to do them. I certainly suggest you 
learn from one of Vail’s free ride professionals before embarking on 
these features yourself.

The Main Terrain park is over off of the Riva Bahn Express Lift #6 and 
you should get off the midway point to access it.  This is great because 
you have a high-speed lift that usually isn’t too crowded so you can do 
the park repeatedly.  In this terrain park there are two different parks 
over one mile long.  The Fly Zone F7 is the larger one starting with the 
18 foot half pipe...After that there are pro style jumps and what they 
call street style rails and hits.  This is the side for the better skier or rider.  
The other entrance is to the Flight School Terrain Park F7 which is the 
official Vail Snowsports School Learning park.  This starts off with a 
small half pipe and has smaller features including rails, hits and other 
assorted terrain park attractions.



THE FROnTsIDE

THIs Is nOT an OFFICIal TRaIl Map
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THE baCK bOWls

THIs Is nOT an OFFICIal TRaIl Map
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THIs Is nOT an OFFICIal TRaIl Map

blUE sKY basIn
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qUICK REFEREnCE GUIDE
Trail Runs Rating Color Pg

Apres Vous 77 Black 88 
Avanti 34/62 Blue/Black 10 
Baccarat 55 Blue 10 
Bear Tree 45 Blue 11 
Berries 39/68 Blue/Black 11 
Big Rock Park 55 Blue 116 
Black Forest 29 Blue 12 
Blue Ox 84 Black 13 
Bolshoi Ballroom 62 Black 88 
Boomer 28 Green 14 
Born Free 55/35 Blue/Green 14 
Brisk Walk 6 Green 15 
Bwana 78/ Black/ 
 41/82 Blue/Black 15 
Bwana Loop 9 Green 16 
Cady’s Cafe 82 Black 16 
Cappuccino 48 Blue 17 
Campbells 74 Black 89 
Cascade Way 19 Green 17 
Challenge 82 Black 18 
Champagne 
Glade 82 Black 116 
Chaos Canyon 32 Blue 18 
Cheetah Blue 40 Blue 19 
 Cheetah Gully 84 Black 19 
Chicken Yard 86 Black 89 
China Bowl ?? Black 90 
China Spur 35 Blue 117 
Choker Cut Off 33 Blue 21 
Chopstix 42 Black 90 
Christmas 38 Blue 21 
Cloud 9 45 Black 117 
Cold Feet 12 Green 22 
Columbine 52 Blue 22 
Compromise 20 Blue 23 
Cookshack 83 Black 23 
Cow’s Face 72 Black 91 

Coyote Crossing 17 Green 24 
Cubs Way 15 Green 24 
Dealers Choice 48 Blue 25 
Deuces Wild 72 Black 25 
Divide (The) 75 Black 118 
Dragon’s Teeth 68 Black 91 
Eagle’s  
Nest Ridge 22 Green 26 
Earl’s Bowl ?? Blue/Black 118 
Emperor’s Choice 57 Black 92 
Encore 74 Black 119 
Expresso 45 Blue 26 
Faro 78 Black 27 
First Step 81 Black 27 
Flapjack 23 Green 28 
Forever 75 Black 92 
Frontside Chutes 86 Black 28 
Game Trail 21 Green 29 
Gandy Dancer 71 Black 29 
Ghengis Khan 81 Black 93 
Giant Steps 65 Black 30 
Gitalong Road 23 Green 30 
Golden Peak 
Race 71 Black 32 
Gopher Hill 9 Green 32 
Gorky Park 61 Black 93 
Grand Review 68 Blue 119 
Ha Ha Highway 11 Green 33 
Hairbag Alley 84 Black 33 
Head First 84 Black 35 
Head Wall 69 Black 94 
Heavy Metal 82 Black 120 
Highline 85 Black 36 
Hornsilver 72 Black 120 
Hunky Dory 42 Blue 36 
Inner 
Mongolia Bowl 74 Black 94 

International 68 Black 37 
In the Wuides 68 Blue 121 
Iron Mask 86 Black 122 
Jade Glade 79 Black 95 
Kangaroo 
Cornice 55 Black 37 
Kelly’s Toll Road 38 Blue 122 
Klickty Klack 79 Black 38 
Ledges 45/82 Blue/Black 38 
Lionshead 
Catwalk 9 Green 39 
Lions Way 9 Green 39 
Little Ollie 81 Black 123 
Lodgepole 42 Blue 40 
Log Chute 83 Black 40 
Look Ma 85 Black 41 
Lost Boy 28 Green 41 
Lovers Leap 87 Black 124 
Marmot Valley 75 Black 95 
Meadows (The) 15 Green 42 
Midvail Express 42 Blue 42 
Mill Creek Road 8 Green 43 
Milt’s Face 71 Black 96 
Minnie Ha Ha 35 Blue 43 
Minnie’s 72 Black 44 
Montane Glade 82 Black 125 
Morning Side 
Ridge 80 Black 96 
Morning Thunder 68 Black 97 
Mudslide 87 Black 44 
Narrows (The) 88 Black 45 
North Face 
Catwalk 22 Green/Blue 45 
Never 81 Black 97 
North Rim 85 Black 47 
Northstar 62 Black 47 
Northwoods 42 Blue 48 

Old 9 Line 84 Black 48 
Orient Express 82 Black 98 
O.S. 82 Black 98 
Outer
Monglia Bowl 74 Black 99 
Ouzo 71 Black 49 
Ouzo Glade 82 Black 49 
Over Easy 21 Green 50 
Over Yonder 83 Black 99 
Pepi’s Face 81 Black 50 
Pete’s Bowl ?? Black 125 
Pickaroon 45/65 Blue/Black 51 
Pika 15 Green 51 
Post Road 12 Green 52 
Poppyfields 38 Blue 100 
Poppyfield’s East 37 Blue 100 
Poppyfield’s West 39 Blue 102 
Powerline Glade 68 Black 52  
Practice Parkway 12 Green 53 
Preserve (The) 23/67 Green/Black 53 
Pride 63/42 Black/Blue 54 
Prima 82/ Black/ 
 65/45 Black/Blue 55 
Prima Cornice 91 Black 56 
Pronto 83 Black 56 
Ptarmigan Ridge 35 Black 102 
Pump House 85 Black 57 
Ramshorn 28/40 Green/Blue 57 
Rasputin’s  
Red Square 83 Black 103 
Red Zinger 72 Black 104 
Resolution 83 Black 126 
Revenge 84 Black 103 
Ricky’s Ridge 83 Black 104 
Riva Catwalk 28 Blue 58 
Riva Glade 78 Black 59 
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qUICK REFEREnCE GUIDE (COnT’D)
Trail Runs Rating Color Pg

Riva Ridge 75/65/ Black/Blue 
 75/65 Black/Blue 60 
Rodger’s Run 84 Black 61 
Ruder’s Route 45 Blue 61 
S. Look Ma 65 Black 62 
S. Rim 78 Black 62 
Safari 28/48 Blue/Black 63 
Seldom 81 Black 105 
Shangri-La 73 Black 105 
Shangri-La Glades 75 Black 106 
Showboat 51 Blue 63 
Siberia Bowl ?? Black 106 
Silk Road 32 Blue 107 
Simba 35/52 Blue/Black 64 
Skid Road 11/25 Green/Blue 64 
Skipper (The) 78 Black 65 
Skree Field 81 Black 126 
Snag Park 40 Blue 65 
Sourdough 21 Green 66 
Spruce Face 45 Blue 66 
Star (The) 68 Blue 127 
Steep & Deep 86 Black 127 
Sun Up Bowl ?? Black 107 
Sun Up Catwalk 35 Black 108 
Sundown Bowl ?? Black 108 
Sundown Catwalk 35 Black 109 
Sweet N Sour 69 Black 109 
Swingsville 29 Green 67 
Thirtyeight (38) 84 Black 67 
Timberline 
Catwalk 18 Green 70 
Tea Cup Bowl ?? Black 110 
Tin Pants 21 Green 70 
Tourist Trap 83 Black 71 
Trans Montane 12 Green 72 
Vail Village 
Catwalk 9 Green 74 

Whipper Snapper 45 Blue 74 
Whiskey Jack 42 Blue 75 
Whistle Pig 60 Blue 75 
Widge’s Ridge 84 Black 110 
Wild Card 62 Black 76 
Windows 81 Black 111 
Windisch Way 8 Green 76 
Windows Road 15 Black 77 
Woods (The) 55 Blue 77 
Wow 82 Black 111 
Yonder 75 Black 112 
Yonder Gully 78 Black 112 
Zot 60 Black 78 
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